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ALBUQUERQUE,

Hon of the eiHIre front by Cossacks
prevents the obtaining; of positive
news, it is announced at Helslnfors

RUSSIAN

that the mutinous artillerymen and
sappers are still holding their positions. The outlying islands and the
fortress appear to be In their possession, and they have practically all the
machine guns, quick firers and movable artillery of the fortress.
General Daiming, commandant of
the fortress, is holding on to the main
fort on Commander Island with a
force of loyal infantry.
A general strike was declared in
Helslngfors by the socialist workmen
today. All factories have been closed.
The last direct dispatch from the
correspondent of the Associated Press
which has just arrived here, was
eleven hours en route from Helslngfors.
The correspondent said that
the "Red guard," the armed socialist
legion, was contemplating an armed
uprising to attempt the release of the
prisoners In the Skatund barracks.
Owing to the cutting of the telegraph by the flying expedition of the
"Red guard," which destroyed the
railroad at Rilhioaki, the Associated
Press is receiving the freshest news
by the rounabout
of the mutiny
means of telephoning to Vlborg and
telegraphing from there to St. Petersburg. This entails a delay of several
hours. The military received a telegram this morning from Major Gener.
al Dalming announcing that the fortresses and artillery had opened Are
on Commander Island.
The insurgents seized all the machine guns and
Islands.
Some of the
took one of the
telegraph wires have bee ncut.
Major General iJJlming announced
that he was on Commander island
the loyal companies of the garMutineers Armed With Artillery with
rison and two companies of sharpsent from Helslngfors. He
and Machine Guns in Full shooters
does not give the number of casualties.
Premier Stolypin also has rePossession of One of Czar's ceived frequent messages concerning
the mutiny. He told "a caller that
Strongest Fortresses.
the situation was critical to an extreme degree.
Almost the entire fortress Is in the
hands of Insurgents and there were
comparatively few loyal troops In
Helslngfors. The entire socialist popNAVAL VESSELS
ulation Is led by the "Red guard."
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HORRIBLE SCENES
ENACTED BY REBELS

Wounded Officer Begging for
Dropped Into Sea
Merc
With Stone Tied Around
His Neck.

f

Ohio Senator at Oyster Bay.
July 31. Senator
Oyster Bay,
Charles Dick of Ohio and Elmer Dover, secretary of the republican national committee, held a two hours
conference with President Roosevelt
today. The Ohio political situation
j
was discussed. Senator Dick said the
situation in Ohio was decidedly better
than two years ago. He predicted
that Governor Harris would be reelected two years hence.

Helslngfors, (Wednesday), Aug. 1
(1:40 a. m.) Sveaborg is entirely
In the hands of the mutineers who
now have In their possession every
kind of armament.
Horrible scenes occurred during last
night when the fierce fighting was
The heaviest artillery
continued.
was used during the conflict
Several officers were killed or
wounded. The wounded were transported to Helslngfors.
Colonel
Nataroff was bayonetted.
He begged for transportation
to the
hospital, promising forgiveness in exchange. Instead he was stoned and
thrown into the water with a stone
tied around his neck.
The mutiny
tea been suppressed In the port and
Ska hidden fortress occupied by loyal
troops. The municipal court has Issued a proclamation urging the people In view of possible danger, to remain quiet and not leave their homes.
It advises them to assist the government in maintenance of order.

BATTLESHIPS
M

Battleships

The Morning Journal Bureau

Los Angeles, July
31.
According
to reports which have reached this
city, terrible heat conditions are prevailing in the Inyo county gold fields
and adjacent desert, and mining prospectors are dying daily from the heat.
W. H. Adams, mining engineer, who
left Los Angeles July 6 for the Pana-mlrange and who has just returned
to this city, states, that eight prospectors were brought In dead from heat
while he was in the region.
During his stay at Panamint six
bodies were brought there, all victims
of sunstroke.
The heat, he says. Is
terrible and unabated day or night.
At Ballarat, he states, the thermometer registered 135 at noon and at
midnight following had dropped to
but 116 degrees, which was the average for three days. In the desert section, lying south of Redlands, he
savs. the mercury went up to 160 degrees, which was the highest point the
thermometer was capable of register-

V

nt

New York July 31. Today's World
says:
John D. Rockefeller never was in
better humor than when he left
for Cleveland last evening after having given one of the longest
Interviews he Is known to have ever
uttered.
"Sometimes the things that are said
of me are cruel and they hurt, but 1
am never a pessimist," he said. "I
believe in men and the brotherhood
of man and am confident everything
will come out for the good of all in
the end. Tou are Just a young man
but you can take my word. I am
older than you and have Been the
world. You can always believe in
real men.
"As for Europe well. It's nice, but
I love my own country best: Yes, all
the hard things that my countrymen
say of me can never be cruel enough
to offset the love of home and country.
"Now, remember, young man, I
to any man. I am
bear no
confident there Is more good than
bad in the world, and I am full of
the Joy of living. I believe In men. Do
that and the world Is bound to seem a
good world to you. Be as persistent
In all things as you have heen in getting to me and you will always win."
Rack to That Dear Cleveland.
31.
July
Mr.
Cleveland. Ohio,
and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller reachea
Cleveland today. They went directly
to Forest Hill, their suburban home.
Rockefeller greeted the newspaper
men cordially. He said he was glad
to get back to his home and expected
to remain until October.
Tar-ryto-

MIST
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SAVE HIS

Guardian of the Peace Put Out of
Commission by Obstreperous Native.

Special to the Morning Journal.
Santa Fe, N. M July 31. Policeman Romulo S. Lopez was assaulted
last night by Teodoclo Padilla, who
ADMIRAL EVANS' FLEET hurled a large Jagged rock at the policeman, cutting his head badly and
putting the officer temporarily out of
Padilla,
will have a
commission.
Alabama and Illinois Seriously hearing tomorrow on the charge of
assault.
Bound Over for Horse Stealing.
In
Collision
Damaged
I as. ii.
Villaneua, a ranchman
near Gallsteo, was arraigned
Neither Are In Danger of living
here before Justice of the Peace Jose
Maria Garcia on the charge of hav
Sinking Sailor Loses Leg. ine
stolen horses from his neighbor
The complainant
Mauricio Gomez.
testified that while he was In Hun
put hii r
surreptitiously
Newport, R. I., July 31. Rear Ad- Fe Vlllaneuva
on two colts belonging to commiral Kobley D. Evans, commanding brand
The defendant was bound
the Atlantic fleet, received reports in plainant.
to await the action of the grand
detail today of a collision which oc- over
curred during a fog last night be- Jury.
tween the buttleshlps Alabama and
Illinois about eight miles southeast ALFONSO RIDES INTO
of Brenton s Reef lightship.
The
side of the Illinois was scraped by the
ROYAL DRAWING ROOM
bow of the Alabama and several plates
of the forward part of the Alabama
were dented. It is thought also that
h
guns on Mother Faints nt Appearance in lnl-oe- e
one or more of the
on Horseback.
the two battleships were damaged.
Rear Admiral Evans said tonight mat
he was satisfied that neither ship was
Madrid, March 31. His kinship,
Injured liclow the water line.
Seaman Oorbett of the Illinois was marriage, and his approaching fatherwas so severely Injured by the fall of hood do not In the foilntest diminish
a lifeboat davit that It was necessary Alfonso's exuberance of spirit
When visiting Windsor castle he
to amputate one of his legs tonight.
amazed the staid English court by
turning cartwheels as proof of his acDENVER DENTIST JAILED
robatic skill: while at La Granja he
up the rocky mountains
clambered
FOR COUNTERFEITING like an Andaluslan goat and he signaled his return to Madrid by another

SERIOUS

MISHAP

IN

Son of

President of Pacific Express
Faces Grave Charge.

Denver July 31. Dr. James D.
Eggleston, Jr., son of the president of
the Pacific Express company, who has
been practising as a dentist In this
city, was arrested this afternoon on
the charge of counterfeiting. A search
of his office is said to have disclosed
several photographs of bills, a bogus
half dollar stamped on one side, and
a considerable amount of metal alloy
which could be used In making bogus
s,, far no evidence has deThe sound of firing on the Islands money,
made anv
and from the fortress has ceased and veloped that Eggleston hssmoney.
In spite of the fact that the occupa- - effort to pass counterfeit
d.
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SUPREMACY OF BOERS

Holders of Common Stock Receive
First Returns in Many Months.
Both

English and Dutch Languages Official Under New
System
Universal Suffrage Provided For,
j

The direcNew York, July 31.
tors of the United States Steel corporation today declared a dividend equal
to 1 per cent on the common stock
n
of the company. This is the first
on the common stock since December, 1903. According to the comLondon, July 31. In a speech of
pany announcement the dividend is
for two quarters at half of one per groat moderation, carefully designed
divcent each. The regular Quarterly
to propitiate his opponents, Winston
idend of W per cent was declared Churchill,
parliamentary
secretary
on the preferred stock.
for the colonial office, in the house
of commons this afternoon, explained
ARMY TRANSPORTS
the government's plan to confer a
ORDERED HOME constitution on the Transvaal.
He declared the government had
decided for the principle of manhood
Requlr-luNo Further Danger of Crisis
suffrage against any property qualiTroops In China.
fication. Therefore, every adult mate
21 years of age, who had been a resisix months in South Africn, exWashington, July 31. Orders have dent
cept
of the British garrison,
been issued by the war department wouldmembers
be entitled to vote under the
to the commanding general, Philippines division, directing him to send secret ballot system. Proportions'"
was not popular, and
back to New York City by the way representation
would be incomprehensible
In th
of the Suez canal the army transMcClellan Transvaal, so it has been decided 10
ports Meade, Kilpatrlck,
go
straight for single member seats.
and tngalls, which have boon held
The Transvaal assembly would conat Manila for possible use In transsalaried members,
porting troops from the Philippines sist of sixty-nin- e
the elected for five years. Either thj
The movement of
to China.
transports Is directed to begin about British or Dutch language could l
public
of
September 1, and it will be left to used in the transaction
the discretion of the commanding business.
An
Philippines
division,
whether
general,
animated debate followed tha
or not they will bring troops back closing of Mr. Churchill's remarks.
with lb. .in. It is not thought that all Mr. Balfour, winding up for the unof tee transports WlU. Jje sent hack ionists, declarad it to be s reekleai
at the same time, büTTr Is more like- and audacious experiment.
He arly that they will sail nt intervals gued that it was too near the war It
of two weeks.
expect the Dutch to forgot what they
The movement of these transports Is had suffered, and It was more than
significance. They human nature could grant to expect
of considerable
took largo reinforcements of troops them to bo loyal to Oroat Britain. He
to tho Islands during the Chinese boy- declared that tne explanation of th's
cott excitement several months ago, hurried procedure Was the govern
and have been held there since to ment hurniug desire to get rid of all
expedite the transportation of troops of its economic questions In South
to China in case of necessity for the
which its rash pledges of a
better protection of United States In- Africa,
election luid brought upon It.
terests. No such emergency arose, general
i.
Henry
and the ordering home of the trans- theSirpremier,
answering Mr. Balfour,
ports indicates that none is anticisaid that he had never listened to a
pated in the near future.
T.ore, unworthy, mischievous nnd
scheme.
While Mr. Churchill was praising
the new ennsltlutlon. his cousin, the
duke of Marlborough, who was colonial under secretary In the late government, was denouncing It In the upper house.
Lord Harris asked what flag would
wave
over Pretoria twenty years
hence.
Lord Mllnor declared he saw :i
tragedy behind the precipitancy 'if
nnd
mourned that
the government,
the future of the Transvall was to b
left to chance.
dlv-de-

g

v

Cumpboll-Bannormnt-

Reno, Ncv., July 31. A special to
the Gazette from Tonopah says: Both
mine owners and the leaders of the
Western Federation of Miners in Nevada PMrnrd ris Kiiriilíif.jml the rflllfi- cgatlon of tho time and wage scale
by members of the union in tne Tonopah district yesterday. The mine
owners yielded every point, granting
day for every workman
an eight-hou- r
and a general day wage scale of $4
and $4. AO with $5 and $5.50 for the
more expert classes of labor. They
made their stand upon a three-yea- r
agreement and this was accepted by
a vote of 241 to 109.
Eight hundred miners did not visit
the polls. Indicating their satisfaction with the surrender of the operators and their desire to see tranquility in the camps for three years.
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OF FOOD

ADULTERATION

WORRIES THE GERMANS
MOUNTED POLICE

MAN OF MURDER CHARGE

'

'

Prosecutions for Illegal I'sc of Chemicals Increasing.

'

DOING GOOD WORK

IOWA

Washington. July 31. German food
Is lhe subject of n report
received by the bureau of manufacturers from the United States consul
at Kohl. Dr. Jockennck, of Berlin,
states that there were In Germany In
1888 1,400 prosecutions for adulter
ating food product! In 1198 the number had Increased to 3.000. In 1901
to 3.586, and In 1903 to 6.000. With
Increased stringency in the Inspection laws it was discovered that many
large ond reputable
German firms
were carrying on privately special departments of their factories
where
regular chemists were employed to
srlentlflcally adulterate
their food
products.
Thirty Berlin butter manufacturers were summoned before the courts
for in almost Incredible adulteration
of their wares, and the Oermnn papers have frequently published
accounts of the manufacturers In Strass-bu- g
and elsewhere of sausages from
spoiled meat, colored and doctored
with chemicals.
Few weeks pass In
Strassburg without the arrest of market women for adulterating butter,
wines, chocolate, cocoa and brandies.
and medicines have been discovered
to contain absolutely Injurious and
dangerous substances used for adulteration.
Cosmetics and perfumes
contain many foreign Ingredients.

adulteration

Storekeeper at Snowflake Uses

Governor Cummins l.oses Strength
Preliminary Skirmish.

In

Lieutenant Baca and His Men
Put End to Operations of

Dos Moines, July 31. The republican state central committee completed Its work last night. As anticipated. It decided to give seats in the
convention tomorrow to the slx'y
Perkins delegates representing Jomes,
Folk, Jefferson and Wapello counties.
In addition tho committee voted to lot
In eighteen Perkins
delegates from
Dallas nnd ten from Audubon.
On the cases of the several othor
counties In which contests were made
on behalf of Perkins, the committee
agreed to admit the Cummins delegates.
It Is thought there will be no unusual scenes in tomorrow's conven-

Bad Band Infesting Sacra-- !

Gun With Deadly Effect to

Protect

s.

Snor,

w

H

i

s

v

Daughter's

Special to the Morning Journal.
Holbrook, Ariz., July 31. A coroner's jury at Snowflake, Apache county,
has exonerated Ignacio Buzan from

the charge of murder for killing

Ra-

fael Montano a' Silver Creek. After
he had retired Friday night two natives, Montano and 7 another man,
knocked at the dou to be admitted
to the store and make some purchases. Bazan saldH was too late to
get up again but .ufe the men the key

and told them totuke what they
He
wanted an settle for it later.
was later awakened
went to sle
daughter, who said
by a cry fro'
g to pull her out or
a man was
led
his revolver nnd
bed. Bazan
fired four shot t the man, who fled,
a trail of blood led
In the mornl
half a mile to the body of Montano
with a bullet through his heart. Buzan immediately went to Snowflake
and gave himself up, being later exonerated by the coroner's Jury from
all blame.
Steamer Burned at Sea.
Madrid, July 31. The Spanish
steamer Cabo Trafalgar has been
burned at sen. Her crew was rescued
Universal,
by the British steamer
which also towed the shell of the
The
burned steamer to Santander.
cargo of the Cabo Trafalgar Is a total

feat.

The king is a splendid and fearless
horseman and It has been whispered
from court circles that on Sunday he
rode his horse up the stairs of the
royal palace and Into the drawing-rooof the dowager. The sensational appearance of the king Is said to
hnve so startled her majesty that she
fainted.
m

St. Paul Building to (he Coast.
Chicago, July 31. The Chicago,
Milwaukee ft Bt Paul railway today
began laying steel for Its new Pacific
coast extension. The Une proceeds
river,
from Flora, on the Mlasourl
twelve miles above Everts. Grading
Is already completed to Glenham in
South Dakota.

STATESItEEL
DECLARES

ARIZONA JURY CLEARS

six-Inc-

REVOLUTIONISTS ( I T WIRES
WIRES AND DESTROY BRIDGE
No report
Bt. Petersbur, July 31.
of the suppression of the great revolt
of the garrison at Sveaborg fortress,
"the Gibraltar of the north," has been
received in si. Petersburg up to this
hour. The secondary uprising among
the marines and troops ststloned at
Skatudden barracks on the peninsula
communicating with the main land,
was crushed out at a late hour yesterday afternoon by loyal troops aftei
heavy fighting In which nine cruisers,
destroyers and torpedo boats partid-pats-

UNITED

que: bills granting special Increased
pensions to Saturnino Baca, John C.
Anderson, Francis M. Ballew, John
W. Blanchard, and Eliza J. Hudson.
There are three bills pending consideration in congress of special Interest to the territory of New Mexico.
On the calendar of the senate there
Is a bill introduced by Senaator
to prohibit gambling In the
territories of Arixona. New Mexico,
Oklahoma and Indian territory. On
Hie house calendar Is a bill by Representative Charles Curtis to enable the
United States tn secure th
right and possession of all lands within the present boundaries of the Fort
Wlngate military reservation, in the
territory, and for other purposes.
Another bill remaining on the
house Is one by Representative Stephens to authorize the president of th"
United States, in conjunction with the
state of Texas, to determine and establish the boundary lines between
Indian territory,
the territories if
New Mexico and Oklahoma, and the
state of Texas. Mr Stephens is leaving no stone unturned to establish th
boundary between New Mexico nnl
Texas on present existing lines. Any
person who will take the
trouble to Investigate the case will
be forced to acknowledge that to so
establish this boundary would not
only be unfair and unjust to New
Mexico, but would undoubtedly not be
In accordance with the intention of MINERS VOTE TO
the original treaty between the United
RATIFY AGREEMENT
States government and the state rif
Texas, which clearly Intended to define the 103d meridian as the western
boundary of the Panhandle and the Wage Scale in Nevada (oíd Fields
eastern boundary of New Mexico.
Assures Three Years' Peace.
Bev-erld-

For the Human Race.

Philadelphia, July 2 ..Important
concessions in passenger rates wore
today
by Fourth Vice
announced
President John 1!. Thayer of the
Pennsylvania railroad, following a
meeting of the board of directors of
that corporation. The company has
decided to reluce 'the maximum one
way rate from 3
cents to 314 cents
a mile. This action will involve readjustment of ail through fares from
the south, and owing to the vast
amount of work entailed by reason of
the change the new rate of fare will
not become operative for some time,
probably November 1. It is assumed
that the connecting lines which reach
New York by way of Cincinnati and
Louisville will meet the Pennsylvania
company's
reduction by a readjustment of fares so that "all southern
passenger traffic, whether by way of
Washington. Cincinnati or Louisville
Will be on an equal basis.
The company will also on September 1 place on sale 1.000 mile tickets,
valid only on its lines east of Pittsburg and Erie at the fiat price oí
$20.
These mileage tickets will be
transferrable. No change Is to be
made In price of Interchangeable
mileage tickets now sold by the company which are not tra nsf erra hie and
upon which a deposit of $10 above
the regular price Is required. It Is
estimated that 50.000 Interchangeable mileage bonks are presented daily on the various roads and of this
number fiS per cent are used on the
lines of the Pennsylvania road.
Concerning the reduction In one
Way fares, the company's announcement, made through Vice President
Thayer, salys:
"This reduction of fares has been
the subject of serious consideration
for a year past. The company has
expended large sums to build relief
freight trains
lines upon which
should he moved, that this class of
traffic might be diverted from the
ninln linos and thn secure
Meson
less liability of delay to the company's largely Increased passenger
service. The company has hnlleved
that the timo would come when a
much larger traffic could be handled
profitably with a reduction of the
present rates of fare."
1

1223 Pennsylvania avenue, X. W.
Washington, D. C, July 27. j
The United States geological survey
will make a, reconnaissance this summer in the northeastern section of
New Mexico in an Investigation of igneous rock. This portion of Now
Mexico and the adjacent part of Colorado contain igneous rocks which arS
different from those of the mountain
area to the west. There seems to
be an Interesting
parallel between
this region and the region east of the
Rocky mountains In Montana. It is
hoped that this study will throw light
upon these relations.
William H. Andrews, delegate to
the house from New Mexico, passed
six bills during the past session of
congress.
bills
His
follow:
B"l
granting land to the city of Albuquer-

AT SANTA FE POLICEMAN

TURKIC C.RICAT FORTRESSES
Helslngfors, July 31. A gigantic
military conspiracy aiming at the simultaneous capture of Russia's three
great sea fortresses. Cronstadt, Sebastopol and Sveaborg, arranged by the
league, wan
military
revolutionary
prematurely sprung here last night by
m a tempt to arrest the members of
a company of sappers who had mutinied on account of the death of one
of their comrades, alleged to have
been due to ill treatment.
The enlre garrison of the fortress
nt Sveaborg flamed out Instantly In
revolt. All artillerymen and sappers
garrisoning the place were Involved.
'Only four companies of Infantrymen
remained loyal. The mutineers seized
forty machine gutvs and practically all
the quickflrers and artillery In the
fortress, but even with this aid they
were unable to hold the main fort
against the loyal Infantry. The fightThe
ing continued all night long.
heaviest firing was heard from 10
o'clock In the evening until 1 In the
morning.
This morning a detachment of civilian revolutionaries seized the maisland,
rine barracks on Skatudden
and hoisted the red flag and were
cruisers,
Joined by all marines. Nine
torpedo boats nnd destroyers lying In
the harbor opened fire on the barracks. This was answered from the
third story windows of the barracks
with machine guns and rifles. The
torpedo boats and destroyers which
were lying closest to shore were subjected to such hot fire from the barracks that their crews were driven
below decks. They Anally steamed
out and Joined In the bombardment
with the cruisers. This attack was in
with attacks from Cossacks and Infantry from the land
side, which began at 9 o'clock in the
moming and continued throughout
the whole day.

In

k PCNTS

Registers 116 De- Delegate Andrews Is Credited Other Eastern and Southern
Newport, R. I., uly 31. When the
Atlantic squadron was making for this Announcement of Governmont
grees at Midnight In One
With Passage of Six Bills
Roads Expected to Meet port last night In a dense fog. the
battleship Alabama under command
Program Brings Storm of
Case 160 Was Reached,
New Schedule Adopted by of Captain Samuel B. Comly, crashed
During Session Just Closed,
Into the battleship Illinois commandProtest In British Parlia
ed by Captain (Joodfriend Bloeklinger.
Limit of the Thermometer,
Big System.
To Fix Territory's Boundary
Inwas
ship
is
It
said that neither
ment,
4á I
jured below the water line.

HURLS JAGGEdToCK

PIX)T TO CAPTURE

Sullivan Read Out of Party.
Chicago, July 31. Judge Owen P.
Thompson of Jacksonville. III., today
made public a letter from William J.
Bryan, declaring that National Committeeman Roger Sullivan, of Illinois,
who refused to resign at tho request
of Mr. Bryan, "holds his office by a
MATERIAL REDUCTION
fraud and It Is Impossible for any
honest democrats to associate with
IN PASSENGER FARES .Mr. Sullivan as a national

Mercury

ing.

bishop of Ogdensburg, N. Y., and
John J. McCrane, of Brooklyn, N. T.
Bishop Gabriells read an address In
which he said that Catholicism was
making rapid strides In the United
States, due to the complete freedom
which the church enjoyed and the
good will of the American authorities.
He quoted President
Roosevelt as
sending the Pope his profound re.
gards, declaring It his policy to treat
Protestants and Catholics alike and
saying that he expects there will be
Catholic as well as Protestant presidents. The Pope thanked the bishop
most warmly, expressing his great
loro for the llnlted States and bis
very high esteem for President Roosevelt.

to sell the assets of tho bank at .1
figure far below their value. It being
speclflcially stated that Assignee H.
M. Beatty had sold for $80.000 um'l
which were worth $89,133. Before
confirming the sale. Judge Mullios
will Investigate the matter thoroughly, although, he expressed the opinion
that It was better to effect a settlement of the bank's affairs at once,
rather than to keep the matter in the
courts for four or five years for the
sake of & or 6 per cent more money.

CUTS RATES

ON SENATE CALENDAR

Military Conspiracy Pontiff Impresses High Regard for
President Roosevelt.
JOHN D, MAKESA NOISE
Prematurely Sprung by ALIKE A PHILANTHROPIST
ttempt to Arrest Company of Rome. July 31. The Pone today received the American pilgrimages conSappers and Miners.
ducted by Right Rev. Henry Gabriells, Returns Erom Europe Breathing Iiovo

Gigantic

By Mall, $5.00 a Year.

RAILROAD

LAW

ANTI-GAMBLI-

Bj Currier. Mr. a Month, ppipc
""IOC

J, 1906.
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NEW MEXICO

VICTIMS OF SUNSTROKE

REVOLT

BOMBARD BARRACKS POPE WELCOMES

D

INTEREST TO

VALLEY
MANY

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

MEXICO,

HEAT MEASURES

DEATH

IN

IBS

NEW

j

Ion.

Eight Hour Day for Miners.
Wallace, Idaho, July II. The mining companies announced yesterday
that tho mill men. as well as the Inside
men In the mines, will be grnnted the
eight-hoday after August 1, and
the hours of outside men will be reduced from ten tu nina.
ur

mento Mountains,

jjpeeial to the Morning Journal.
Alamogordo, N. M., July 31. Lieutenant
Cipriano Baca of the New
Mexico mounted police, and Rangers
Robert Burch and R, O. Putnam,
have succeeded in rounding up a gang
of horse thieves which have been operating in the Sacramento mountains
for several years past. Four of the
leaders of the gang were captured totion.
gether with a bunch of horse stolen
Race Strife Ixtoked For.
The
from Otero county ranchmen.
Mounil City, Mo., July 31. Negroes cupture was effected after somo nervy
are gathering here anticipating an at- work on tho party of Llutenant Bacn
tack on the Jail by whites to lynch
Sam McDonald, who killed Homer and his men and will put an end to
Morris nt a picnic near UlUna Saturcountry. The ringlead
A bloody clash is possible if Sacramento
day.
the whites attempt to mob McDonald. ers are now In Jail.
I

depositors"hoTd up

REPUBUCAÑL0VE

sale of assets

FEAST

IN

:

NEW CABLE LINE
MICHIGAN
and

Charges of Conspiracy In Settlement
of Affairs of Defunct Denver Bank.

Convention Endorses Roosevelt
State Administration.

Denver, July 31. No sale of the
assets of the Western Savings bank
was ordered by Judge John I Mullios
this afternoon until after next Wed-neComplying with tho request of
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Thomas 8.
Bonflls and V. J. Short, depositors of
the Imnk, the Judge agreed tn lot the
matter rest for a week. In the meantime he will personally Investigate the
sentiment among the depositors, and
render his derision at that time. II
is charged that there la a conspiracy

July 81. Excepting a
Detroit,
slight brush In the rceolutlno comn
mittee over Congressman William
Smith's resolution pledging the
of
party to the direct nomination
senators,
States
United
todn.v's
republican convention was featureless
and partook more of the nature of
a i it ill. at ton than a convention.
The platform adopted thoroughly
endorses President Roosevelt and eft- dorses Governor Fred H. Warner, the
other state officials, and the last leg,
islsiura.

y.

OPEN TO JAPAN
Direct

Communication

Expected to

Strengthen International
Al-de-

Friendship.
Tokio, July

81.

A

new

telegraph

cnhle via Bonln, which establishes di
reef communication
between Japs.i
and tho United States, was poned o

the public today, this being the first
message transmitted over It. The
opening of the new line Is hailed with
g
delight as an
event
-which will stronirthon tli
d
friendship between the
countries thus connected.
epoch-makin-

doop-roote-

1...
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'ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW.

THE JAFFA

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROCERY COMP'V

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus and Profits 20,000.00

"Good Things to Eat"

81 WELL

a

11

Bakery and Home

Our

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS

organization.
Deposits at the end of first day
Deposits at the end of first week
Deposits at the end of'first month
Dep-si- ts
at the end of first six months
Deposits at the end of first year
Deposits at the end of eighteen mont'is
Deposits at the end of two years
Deposits June 18, 1900

will be ready lor business and
Sat-

The policy of this department will be the same as that
of our Grocery department.
The finest goods possible at
prices the sume that others ask
for inferior qualities. We will
use absolutely only the best of
ingredients in the manufacture
of our goods, and guarantee
them pure and wholesome.
come In and Inspect our work
rooms. Differenr from other
hakeries, we are proud of the
way our rooms are kept an
want our customers to know
they are at liberty to ixamine
them for themselves
at any
t'me.

H E
BANK OF COMMERCE" ALBUQUERQUE,
TT

1

KXTKNDS

CAPITAL, S1M,M.M.

kinds of
Pies. Layer and Pound Cakes,
German Coffee Cake, Fancy
Cookies, Macaron, Kisses, Pat
ties, etc. The best of White,
Rye and Crahani
ami Whole
Wilf ul Bread, and any other
special thing any one should
want.

W. 8. fiTRlCKLI.lt,

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
Visit the Grand
joy the change.
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00,
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
.xtiuniav during may, june, juiy,
T. F. rURDY, Agent. August and September.
stop-over- s.

dishes for partiea, dinner;,

etc.

.

Grocery Co.

5

i

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

three-quarte-

7

eeeeeee5'ee

aev4ae-:eee-

Automatic Phone 522.

Colorado Phone

ft?

W. J. PATTERSON

MORNING JOURNAL

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS
311-31-

BRING RESULTS.

lle-he-

KNOT.
O. E. CROMWELL.

j Special Rates to the West

i

1

A

e4eeeeeeeeee4a4l

5

We will take orders for spec-

i

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.

GRORGK
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
J. C. BALDRnXJE.

I

(

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W.

and Cashier.

Vioe-rraddr- nt

In our Home Cooking Department we will have salads of
all kinds, boiled meats, smoked
tongues, etc., suitable for dinner, supfier nnd lunches.

Jaffa

11

TO DEPOSITORS EVKRY PROPKR ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

We will make all

The

298.220.81
377,332.87
434,302.31

WITH AMPLK MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACIDlTIEi

We Invite you at all times t.)

ial

1,063.80

PAID OX TIME DKPOSIT8 AT THE RATE OF FIVE
ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT HOXES FOR RENT

IXTF.ItE.ST

two-stor-

.

$ 10,466.t2
19,172.0(1
31,821.82
g,750.13

PER CENT PER

i

I

1904

APRIL 18,

We Invite your attention to tlie following statement,
shovvln gthc business growth uf tills lionk since ita

Cooking Department
open for your inspection
urday. August 4.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

s

c.ip-lure-

MEXICO

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGsTEPOSlf s

SPEECH

,

IIM.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

PERMANENTLY

IN

1.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

WILE

NVENTION

accompanied by thi
usual queries that all buyers make.
There had been no hesitation about
reply, but at the very last moment,
whin the sale was complete I, th:
TO LOOK INTO END
STILL BARTERED woman ra leed her voice and cried
aloud that she was of the true faith
and had been stolen.
Instantly there was an outcry, nnd
was
the concern of the auctioneer
very genuine indeed. If the w.m.Tfi'-protes- t
OF A SIX SHOOTER
MOROCCO
RECORO
was correct, and she would
hnnlly have made it otherwise, her.,
waa a scandal of some ulrni nslons.
for It Is no small matter, even in
to sell a tree Moslem woman MANIFOLD USES OF
Dick Huber of Mounted Police White Women Held as Vassals Morocco,
Into slavery.
her story had been heard, th"
in Northern Africa
Efforts saleAfter
After Night's Vigil in Hills
NEW TELEGRAPH0NE
of the woman was held to be Inownc-an- d
valid.
Notice
was
sent
to
her
Enof
Civilization Fail to
Captures Felipe Perea 'ii
by the time this little matter
was settled tin- mueaWn waa calnng
A syndicate of Washington capitaltirely Check Slave Traffic.
San Miguel county.
from the nearest minaret that the ists is erecting a factory at Wheeling.
hour of evening prayer had come,
W. Va., for the manufacturé of the
"tojegraphone," the latest wonder of
S.
In
lie
Wld
writing
the
nsusan.
L
ESCAPED MAN AGAIN
electricity.
It Is an apparatus by
slavery-haWorld Magazine, says that
IMPROVEMENTS which conversations over a telephone
been almost rooted out of Africa BIG
IN SANTA FE PRISON
may- be permanent
recorded upon
but the Arabs remain slave traders it
metal. Time
wire. tjjpe or plate;
heart, and there is more buying and
They
cannot
will
them,
not
efface
Dick Huber, of the New Itexlc
selling even In this year of grace than
;e the records
llf-be rubbed out, and
KNOWN
mounted
has added to Ills rec- most people Imagine.
ord one of Cm most ü if Ileal t
will at any
of a phonograph, tin
Many of Moroccos crumbling cities
NYw
ever made In
Mexlc
time give back the se rets they con- to
Through his efforts Felipe Perea. who owe their walls and battlements
the unremitting labor of Christian
lain in the exact vol e of the sen
l - ;ii
d from the territorial penitenGROCERY
der. Hy the apparatus a man may
FIRM
tiary a Year ago, has been safely llavea. There are men still living and
who can remember the day
repeat a poem or niak" a speech or
lodttd behind the prison bars again working
und Is now wearing a ball and ehaln when Inslaves were openly bought and
say anything he pleases to a Strip
sold
all Morocco's coast towns.
m It hln
the penitentiary walls.
Thanks chiefly to the Intercessio.i
of wire. He can then wind it around
The rapture Will the result of som
a spool and put it aw iy In a tin box
patient Atld nervy work on tin part of Queen Victoria this traille waa JAFFA BROTHERS ARE
with a safe deposit company, where
,01 Mule r. The latter discovered thai stopped in the latter part of the last
a hundred years from now his decentury, and today the slave markets
Perea waa living on his ranch in Si i of
MOROCCO are held either
INSTALLING BAKERY scendants may (ak It out and reIn
the
MiKurl rounty, and mude his Waj
capital cities Of at ome of the
ceive the nn ssagc in the very tone of
thither lindar orders of Captain Pre great
If a
voice in which it was given.
big country fairs. In Marrakesli, the
He left Las Vegas on horti
Fornoff.
man make his will thai way I supsaltan's southern capital, you can
Grocery
The
company
Jaffa
back with a few provisions, it ride
just
is
pose it would be legal. Certainly the
MUM slaves by the
hundred;
and
nnd plenty of ammunition
the two hours of the daily sale completing most extensive improve- testimony of a hum in voice cannot
After being nearly drowned In a swol- during
We know that those
tht transactions include scores of hu- ments on West Railroad avenue, im- be Impeached.distinguish
len torrent, nnd spending three day
us by
our
who cannot
man
beings.
provement
bewhich are costing
and three nights in hiding. Ruber, aflaces or our manners can always do
1
may
u
also
tl
mention
fact
thai
tween
ter Watching l'erea's house a Whole perhaps quite
and teVMO, and which so by the voice, and that no two hu- unknown In this coun- will give the enterprising
night, entered the door early In the try
grocers one man beings in all the world fhaVe
guardto
seems
a
be
nnd
Jealously
morning and found his man ilceptBI ed secret In .Morocco. I! is
of the best equipped bakeries in th
been known to speak exactly alike,
that
there
Corking his revolver and placing
southwest. A new nnd novel feature There is always a dlff renca in the
women
in
are
several
white
slaves
gave
just as there
close to the face of Perea. Huber
has also been Introduced In the shap sound of their Btteranci
parts of the country; not Circassians, of
a
the man a poke and waked him. Th? but
"home cooking department." is in the size and sh Ipe of til
women
seemingly
Western
from
l
in which meat and fowls, etc., are noses, says William E. Curtis In an
moment he looked Into the muzzle
to be prepared for sale to the public article III the Wash! lgton Star.
the gun Perea knew the game was up. Europe.
Is about to begin
When
the
market
mov
a
Tlio telographone is in many
ready cooked. This feature will supand surrendered without
and weird
ring hts man. Huber ordered a dozen meny atile through the en- ply a long felt want among Albuquer- spects the most mvsi
Btlll (
nee. Tin
ft tile auctioneers, tin que
ii
of all the wonders III
trica! scl- h;m ' drete and then handcuff": ira
housekeepers,
it
as
will
supply
who have been oconpled with
li has not yet
w th meats cooked as skillfully once has produced,
hi' on a horse and eacortc dilals;
him.
them
up
of the government as they
r( preventative,
hlin aeins the hills to Ita Vegn
Would be at home, kept on reached what is term '1 the commnr-imcn- t.
of
giving him a list and description
cial stage of develo
It was
Ice ready for Instant serving.
whence he was taken to s.m-Thall who are to be offered for sale.
invented by Dr. Pol; en, a Danish
capture of Perea has h i. ma
formerly
Maimer,
at
Arthur
chef
This preliminary work done, they gturgea' hOti I, will be
electrician, and hrou in in America
the more difficult because he wai
foreman of the and
are now coming to the serious busi bakery, ami will
sold to a Washington syndicate
desperate man with n gun. and w
of
charge
have
th'
In
afternoon. They move
There is only one sample on our
protected by his neighbors, win. did m si of tothe
cooking
cookdepartment.
home
All
some
is
of the water. There are several
a point where there
line
ing will be
by gas, and the latest side
discover his capture until Huber hail ahade,
in Denmark, but they arc used for
and then they turn toward th" and most done
him In Las V gas.
sanitary
methods
experimental
purposes only.
east, the sloping sun behind them will be employed. There will be no
Over
The chief auctioneer now offers ftp iic dust or dirt in connection, something here it has not been a commercial
success,
IN
It
HANGING
because
required
prayer.
Yankee
LEGAL
opening
where conl Is used. New Ingenuity to supply cheap, light,
rap.
He praises Allah, who
made the impossible
style sanitary pans will be used ex- Ohnatcal aparatus for adapting It to
II
gave
the True Faith
BLUE GRASS STATE world and
clusively.
practical purposes.
adaptation
curses Satan, who has sought vainly,
expert bread baker Is expected is said to have beenThat
accomplished.
but without ceasing, to destroy man to An
to
today
Denver
arrive
take The company is creeling the plant nt
from
He pralaei the patron saint of charge
I rune mi kind.
Negro Kxplatcs Horrible
of the bread department. Sev- Wheeling, where it is proposed to
city of Marrakesli and calls Upon
the
go
worn
to
employes
will
eral
tin Hows.
manufacture the apparatus for sale
him to Intercede with Allah in orde-tha- t In theexlra
bakery Monday.
to the public, but the company has
all who buy and sell in the slave
is not yo decided how it shall be InIn
bakery
with
connection
the
market may have Health, prosperity an immense metal flour bin, which troduced.
Mayfleld, Ky., July 31. The hanglength of days.
ing of Allen Mathls, tho negro whu andSuch
It is a simple thing, hut at the same
of Hour when full,
are his anneals, delivered will hold a carload
is guaranteed
to be abso- lime very difficult to comprehend. Dr.
III
Miss
Ethel
ctimlnally assaulted
slowly, solemnly and with a certain and which
POlsi n discovered (Sal a wire or tape
Lain last Wednesday, took place at measure ,.f dignified gesture; and to lutely rat andy bug proof.
addition has been or plate of magnetic metal placed or
II
o'clock tonight in a legal manner one and all of them the dllall on eith- built large
on the back of the store, the moved in front of th.. receiver id a
in the yard of the county jail. Ful- er hand and tin buyers silting at their second story
being reached by I grand telephone will record or absorb the
ly li'.OOO people were on the scene.
ease along the central arcade or by
from the middle of th" sounds of the voice and retain (hem.
Several attempts wi re mude tu get the walls
respond with a pious staircase
ground Moor. This second story will "The varying states of the magma
the negro und twice he was In the "Amen." They hold
is no
fhor
Induced by he Currents in the teleUsed as a warehouse.
poaaeaalon of the moi but the solbusiness be Among
a aeemiy thing that
than
the oiin r improvements are phone, in their turn induce varying
diers finally succeeded In forcing their should commence with prayer, ami
states In the moving wire
several large delicatessen refrigerator magnetic
way with the prisoner to the court the fact that tin business happens
show cases, something entirely new, or tape," is the way in which
the
house, where Mathls' trial wan held.
Mj
selling
do
buying
be
slaves
and
mystery
was
Negro KaMicr Rhhtlrd I
Posee.
and which will be used especially for the process isexpiated to me. "When
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nothinlo
the
obviate
reversed,
that Is. when
the display of the products of th. the magnetized
Atlanta. Oa.. July 11. Floyd 'arover the dilals break up home
wire or tape is moved
cooking department.
mlchael, a nngro about VI years old. i anilPrayers
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proceed
each
Of
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Identified by Mtsa Annie
who was
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lanta,
The idea Is i new one and they arc
to those which. In the firs'
ally today, was shot in front of the ment the confusion Is Indi seribahle. lust being Introduced throughout the character
procos
r,
of talking to (he wire or tape
pooie residence, in sight of his victim, The ilal ueh hither ami hit in ar country.
in
caused the magnetisation, a wire or
heir human chattels
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having
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are to be used for everything cause it (o move
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af the proper speed
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around
record the message
Wi cannot watch them all, so w sightly and unsanitary wooden boxes. as it is spoken through the transmitW. F. Hughes is In the city from sell el an average one containing
a There is twice as much shelf room ter. As the wire or tape is coiled up
the addition has been com- on the reel it carries an Invisible recNew York.
boy aid a girl, brother nnd sister since
Ten exlra men are to be em- ords of the conversation.
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un, win) di t
it llll
l
tiiMHirrs
I
'
(JOptlty mar- New Mexico National guard, will ar- end. a great
with uioinoiinds left TahleKaid. who has uiirn. mm wiüiu'vit uihim s i enicr i L
rive In the Hty tonight to secure traveled fromcountry
Ml ill this itfternoon
secures
the
go
Tiirudant.
for
Into
will
of
tin
them
the
benefit
for
the scene of
final
commissary supplies and make
- sick and will abstain from every vothe
peompair,
pass
they
cilme.
ami
out
of
the
special
the
train
grtaegWfnent
for
of one of luntary mischief and corruption,
tin New Mexico enaalng circle into the care
that will transport mam
I
Wornc Than the Quake.
n
slave.
"And further from the seduction of
to
uvera by the his stewards
the
militiamen
The board of trustees of the New
watched carefully for some expression females or males, of freemen and
regular army at Austin. Texas. The on
the f;1ces of these two young peo- slaves.
Whatever In connection with Mexico sciuioi or mines at Socorro
will
leave Oils city Friday
special
morning. It will be boarded here by ple who had been stolen and sold as my professional practice or not m last Saturday gav the country an ex- thp members of the two Albuquerque though they were chattels, but it was connection with It see or hear In life .... hw iiS eiecimg two more proompanles and thow from I As Cru- perfe, tiv Impossible to note anything of men which ought not to be spok. n fessors to unsteady chairs in that InIf they can now contrive
ce and Silver City. It will png up more than bewilderment.
of abroad I will not divulge as reck- stitution.
Presently there was n sudden Inter- oning that all such should be kept se. ome way of finding students enough
the llanta Fe men at l.mn and Troop
to
via
going
to
Vegas
out
a
In
Austin
plnre
ruption
I
from
the market
their prospectus without
pad
A at Das
cret. While
continue to keep this
little group In front of me
Here w oath unvlolated may It be granted to making the usual wholesale draft on
Newton, K as.
saw the one dramatic Incident of the me to enjoy life and the practice of tin Socorro public schools the affairs
OF ODD
Since the market opened the art respected by all men In all of that concern may be made to look
11 it'l l HO THKIIF afternoon.
reasonably respectable to those who
woman, who was approaching mid- times.
MAT tOTiit UK THÜSK, WHO II XV I adle aire, had
"Hut should I trespass and violate help support
been tramping round
Oaks
MINO JUl UN Al,
and round without Interesting the this oalh may the reverse be my lot."
!
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Mcintosh H8Lfdw8Lre Co
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flol-Inr- s.

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

is half the battle against unsanltatlon
conflilence in the plumber's integrity anil general ability. We ask the
opportunity to submit to you a list nf
our customers In Albuquerque so you
can find out how we stand with the
best people then we'll bid for your

1

vol-can-

R.

P. HALL. Proprietor

.

.!..

e

'.

V.

Iron and rirass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Gratn
Barn, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Build-Ing-

plumbing work.

e,

Repairs

Mlllln- - Machinery

on

Mining and
Specialty

We

In Our

FOUNDRY

carry the Finest Line et
Garden Hose in the City.

Do Your EyesTrouble You?

r1"

1

BIFOCUD8
REFORM
n
TnToxTr--

I EXAMINE THEM I I I I E
Pulr of Glasses Fitted Gnnr.
No
anteisl Alfriolutcly Correct.
Guessing Solent Hie Methods

F.vcry

ONLY

t SKI).

C.H. CARNES, O.D.
Graduate Ontlclan

With H. Yanow

114 R.

It Ave

:i

STANBARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284.
Anto. Phone C71
413 West Railroad Ave., AlbuejttessjM

East Hide Railroad Track. Albaonenrae

i

M

W UlIi

,

CONFIDENCE

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS. NOTHING
TO HtttAK
APAKT OK I NTLRFEUF.

WITH THE

SIGHT.

MANU1ACTUBBD

BY

THE

BEBBLR OPTICAL CO.

M.IUIQULk'tjUh

N.MIX.
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EXPRESS HELPER
FALLS FROM FAST

MOVING TRAIN
Employe Has Remarkable Escape From InjuryLands Unhurt in Pile
of Sand at Roadside,

Wells-Farg-

o

While working

in

the express car

of second No. 10 en route from Doming to El Pasto Sunday uiiernoon, A.
L. Bailey, 1 years old, a Wells Fargo
express helper, got too near the door
and was whisked out while the train

was

going at the rate of

forty-liv- e

miles an hour.
He fell in the sand
heslde the track and save for a few
hruises was unhurt.
News of the accident was brought
to El Paso last night by the mem- hpra of t'hi tr:tin fMW who
nr
that time that Bailey had been killed
In the fall, says the El Paso Herald.
I.iter In the night, however, information was received by telegraph from
Deming stating that Bailey was
found and was safe In Demhisr.
Bailey is a helper and was In the

i

EXPELLED

ALDERMAN

express car all alone when the train
left Deming yesterday afternoon, the
express messenger being in the forward car. At Zunl. several miles thin
this side of Deming, Bailey put off a
quantity of ice.
When the train
reached Cambria, twenty-fou- r
miles
.side
of Deming, it was found thai
this
Bailey was missing.
Deming war
wired and motor cars were sent out
of both Cambria and the former poini
to search for the man.
When the
fireman was informed of Bailey's ab- seme, he recalled that he had seen a
cloud of dust ait a certain point on the
line and thought someono had thrown
something from the train.
"That
must have been Bailey," he said,
and I think you will find him back
there."
When the motor car from Cambria reached the point, one mile ca t
Bailey was found slowly
of Zuni,
walking back towards Deming. He
was placed on the car and taken to
Deming. It was found that no bonis
were broken und Bailey was ulnjur-e- d
save for a few bruises. His remarkable escape from serious Injury
Is due to the fact that he is heavy,
weighing about ISO pounds, and alsu
to the fact that there is a Jjeavy
layer of sand along the railroad where
he fell. Bailey notified the Wells Far- go people from Doming this morning
that he would resume his run today,
boarding second No. 9 at that place.
He runs between El Paso and Tucson,
living at the latter oint.

FINANCE

COMMERCE.

A ND

Wall Street.
July 31. During the
buying movement of the firsi hour
today there were advances of a point
or more in a number of the transcontinental railroad stocks, Pennsylvania.
Amalgamated Copper and a
Closnot of first importance.
ing quotations:
161
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
13Ss
An n onda
253 4
82 i
Atchison
do preferred
100
New Jersey Central
225
.18
Chesapeake ft Ohio
St. Paul, preferred
180
,.. ... 83 4
Hlg Four
Colorado & Southern
38 ,s
do Hrst preferred
70
do second preferred
52
Erie
43
Interborough
37
do preferred
77 V.
New York.

s

Missouri Pacific
New York Central

93
137
130

Pennsylvania

St. Louis & San Francisco, second preferred
42 i.
73
Southern Pacific
93
Union Pacific
39
United States Steel
106 Tf,
do preferred
92 V
Western Union
United States Ronda
104 K
Refunding 2's, rglstered
104 "i
do coupon
103
Itefun.iln 3's, registered
coupon
104 '
do
Old 4's. registered
103
103
do coupon
129 ',4
Now 4's, registered
130
do coupon
per
Money on call, easy, at 2 Sv 2
cent': prime mercantile paper, at 5'j
n 54 per cent. Silver, 65c.

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, JuJIy 31. Liquidation by
prominent
had a weakening
Resolution Aimed lit Assailants of effect today holders
on the local wheat market. September wheat opened at
Women Displeases steam Engineers.
75c- to 744, sold up to 74?fcc and
then declined to 73c, closing at 74',4
Chicago, July 31. Alderman Dan(4c.
September corn opened at
50TsC to 51c, sold up to 51c and then
Herlihy of the Twenty-eigh- t
iel
to 49c, closing at 49c.
ward was a member In good stand- declined
September oats
at 32i32l,4
ing of the Steam Engineers' union un- 32',.c, sold oft to 31c and
closud at
til last night. Now he is an Otltcaet 31Luc.
organization
for
and
from that labor
He was expell-'a strange reason.
TIlC Metals.
from the union because a few weeks
was
New York, July 31.
ago he Introduced Into the city coun- lower in London, closingCopper
at 82 10s
cil a resolution calling upon the state for spot and 111, 12s 6d for futures.
legislature to make assaults
upon Locally the market was steady and
Women and girls punishable by death. unchanged,
witli
lake quoted at
The union, through the medium 118.50 18.62; electrolytic, at $18.25
of a series of sharp resolutions, "de18.50; anil casting at 118.00 18.25.
plored the outrages upon women and Lead was unchanged at $.1.75 locally,
children," but declared that insane but was lower abroad, closing at 10
asylums and hospitals are the prop- 13s 9d in London.
Spelter declined
er placea for the weak minded per- 5s to 20 10s in the London market.
sons who commit such assaults.
Locally it was unchanged at $5.96 Cl
Alderman Herlihy at one of the last 6.0,1. Silver, 05c.
Mexican dollars,
council meetings before summer ad- 50c
journment introduced the resolution
Chicago Live stock.
seeking capital punishment.
His action followed the Manf brutal attacks
Chicago, July 31. Cattle receipts,
on women reported throughout
tho 4,000; market, steady.
Common to
spring.
prime steers, $4.1506.26; COWS, 12.76
Nothing was done with the resolu- ffr4.50; heifers, $2.751(5.25; bulls,
tion except to refer It (o the state leg- $2.407i)4.35;
calves,
$,1.50fü 0.21;
islation committee, where It now re- stockers and feeders, $2,60(0 4.25.
poses.
Herllhy's expulsion last night
Sheep receipts, 15.000;
market,
WOB
unexpected. The resolution pro- II 15c higher. Sheep, $4.0096.60;
viding fot It was introduced by Ar- yearlings. $1.15 ft 6.00; lambs, 2 $0.00
thur McCracken, secretary of the
7.60.
union, and was adopted unanimously
Kansas City Live Stock.
after spirited
discussion in which the
offending- - alderman
was
Kansas City, July 31. Cattle reberate.
roundly as a traitor to the trades' ceipts, 11.000; market, steady. Native
union movement,
' steers. $3.90 Q 6.1 5 ; southern steers
$2.7504.40; southern
cows, $2.00(Si
Mornlner Journal Want Ada
3.25;
stockers and feeders. $2.260
4.50: bulls, $2.20(04.60; calves. $2.50
ring Results.
(in 5.0; western
$3.50ffi
ted steers,
5.80; wc3tern fed cows. $2.6604.26.
Doctors, Lawyers and Merchants.
fi.000; market,
Sheep
repaints.
Have your trade and professional
Journals bound. Makes them so much steady. Muttons, $4.50 fie 5.50 ; lambs,
$1.
range
Oil
wethers, $4.600
7.50:
handier for reference.
5.75; fed ewes. $4.00(fP5.00.
H. s. Lltngow & Go.
Bookbinders
Journal building.
st. Louis Wool.
St. Louis. July 31. Wool market,
SHERLOCK nOLMES
Couldn't find the one man In this steady; unchanged.
town who wants that saddle or driving hone of yours as surelv and as
ruara some-mad- e
candy vr
gulckly as a For Sale ad can do: and
WALTON'S DRUG STORK
Sherlock's fee would ue larger.
-

Surprised People!

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
At New York
R. H. E.
St. Louis
0 4 4
1
New York
3 18
Batteries Brown
und Marshall:

Taylor and Brcsnahan.
At Urotklyn
R. H. E
Pittsburg
2
2
4
1
Brooklyn
,
3 7
Batteries
Gibson;
Willis
and
Stircklett and Bergen.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Chicago
3
2
0
1
Philadelphia
7
3
Batteries Taylor and Kling;
and Donovan.
y

Dug-gleb-

At Boston

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're wdl aware that there are

R. II. E

4
Boston
3
Cincinnati
Batteries Pfeitter.
O'Neill
Nccdhum; Eraser and SchleL

11

1

7

0

ana

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
At Cleveland
R H. E.
I
7
2
Cleveland
New York
0 í C
Batteries Rhondcs and Uuelow:
Hogg,
McGuIre
Clarkson,
an I
Kleinow.
At Detroit
U. H. .
5
5
0
Detroit
4
Philadelphia
8.'.
Batteries Mullln
Wagner
and
Dycert, Combes and Schreck.
At St. Louis
R. II. E
St. Louis

2

8

f

many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake? a
scheme, cr some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.
Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price
Special line Boys' Caps at 25c;
All Children's and Boys' Suits,
Special reduction of J 5 per cent

1

1
3
Boston
Batteries Powell and O'Connor;
Dineeu and Armbrustcr.
At Chicago
It. H. V.
1
Chicago
4
8
3
Washington
!l
1
Batteries Patterson and Sullivan,
Kltson and Heidon.

er

Sioux City

8 11

;'

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

Batteries Sawyer,
Carnes
an.l
Rogers; Corbett, Jarroti and Mess.

At Des Moines
Des Moines

It. II. B.
10 19

2
Pueblo
Batteries Clcotte, Fawcett,
Dexter; Minor and Ronnlcker.
A

MEUICAN

At Kansas

9

MARKET
FOB LOCOMOTIVES
President F. A. Delano of the V;i- h;us asked fin
copany
bash Baliroad
bids for eighty locomotives, 4,000
freight cars and 2,000 forty- ton freight cars, and it Is likely that
the contract for the new comment
within the next
will be awarded
month or six weeks. This matter will
be taken up at a meeting of the di-- 1
rectors in New York early this
month.
Renccntly the Wabash arranged for
a Paris loan, following the action of
the Pennsylvania Railroad company.
According to statements sent out by
President Delano the major portion
Of the money will bo used for the
purchase of new equipment.
It Is generally believed that this
Will be followed with anorder for!
more cars for use on the Wabash lines
east of Toledo, which consist of the
Wheeling & Lake Erie, the Wabasn- Pittsburg terminal and the West Side!,
Belt railroads. Many miles of addl-tional track have been laid within the
pasf several months,
and big im- provemcnts have
been completed
WMclt will greatly Increase the ton- nage, and eonsequequently additional
equipment will be needed to care fori
this traffic.
The Wheeling & Lake Erie is being
practically
rebuilt and sours hav
been built into the coal and manufacturing districts. The terminal
at the lake ports have been improved. The Wabash has gained an
entrance to the steel mills, and arrangements have been made for the
erection of an Immense freight station. It is expected by Wabash offl-cials and director that this will
In t lie freight tonnage of its lines
between Pittsburg and Toledo being
more than doubled.
Despite the fact that the Gould
lines have ordered an unusually
large amount of steel rails this year.
It Is understood that another order
for rails is to be awarded within a
short time, to bo used in the con- construction of now track-"- plans for
which were announced sometime ago.
It Is expected that definite action will
be taken at the New York meeting.
Reports received in railroad circle!
from New York have it that a group
bondholders,
of Wabash debenture
who aro said to hold about (4,500,000
of securities, aro expressing Impatience over the delay in official announcement of the plan to exchango
the bonds for new securities, jamen
menH. K'enc and associates are
tioned as the chief factors in tilt
group.

1
5

and

DONT MISS THE GREATEST

ASSOCIATION.

'

PLEASURE

City-Ka- nsas

City

St. Paul
At Louisville-Louis-

S
ii
ville

r,

Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
At Columbus
Columbus
Toledo

4
3
2
,t

hi'N..,i, i.
Í'ROCUREO AND DEFENDED.
wiircli IM fife rcjiort.
.
tnwtc marks.
Frtü imIvIi-u- , how to obtain
copyriKlito, etc., ,N
COUNTRIES.
M7:v.t ttme.
DUStntSi direct vittt II CUkuu?iO
momy ami often the ft,nt.

in

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
WrM or porno to ug at
033 Ninth Btnet, opp. United BUta Patent
WASHINGTON, D. C.

0O,

1

ALBTJQtJEKQUF
ROWLING
ALLEYS ARK OPEN FROM MORNING UNTIL MIDNIGHT. TRY YOl'R
MAM AT BOWLING.
IT IS GOOD
EXERCISE. CARL IIOLMAN, MGB

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL
Representing

French Bakery
STEVENS & BOWYER, Prop,

Why not
on

'BA'RTLETT

J. KORBER.

on house wiring and
general repair wurk.
Auto.
PhOn 657. 21C' S. .Second St.

"THE

BEER

"J

--

CO.

I

MILWAUKEE

MAKING

In

JEALOUS"

jn tlie city

Colorado Phone, Blk 93,

Automatic Phone 292

THE ECONOMIST

'

Albuquerque's

9

Brightest and Best Store

THE DAVLiIGnT STORH
T
11
l r, ....
QniaKla
r: L ai...
r ai.
r
i
l ,.f
i
i. .i j i
llourthe
Whether your purse is long or short, we offer the goods that will meet your requirements at the time you I
1
1
A.L,1
want them. Quality, style, variety and price are considered and adjusted so that we can tit every case; thus we L
have pleased patrons. 1 lie customers of yesterday, todav. tomorrow and everv dav all are nlcased with their nurchases and treatment at our hands. This is whv our business
grows, and is how we are selling very many more goods this season than ever before. REASONS WHY To those who wisli to know why we offer such an astonishing list of astounding
specials, we can answer: Üecause of the fact that in nearly all the departments of our big store there are many broken lines, odds and ends in this season's merchandise, that we do
not propose to carry over to next season, and we have decided to run them off with a rush during this week, regardless of cost or consequence. Our patrons pocket the prof its.
l ;

3 Olxil

j

1

re-u- lt

er

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS
FOR THREE MONTHS
bulletin which has
Tho accident
by tho
Interstate
been
Issued
Just
commerce commission for the three
months ending March 81, 1900. shows
the total number of casualties to passengers and employes to be 18,290
Injured).
17,170
(1,120 killed and
This Is an Increase of 17 In the numof
number
in
of
the
ber
killed and r3
Injured, over thoae reported In the
preceding three 'nonths.
The number of passengers and employes skilled In train accidents was
274, a against 320 In the preceding
three months a rtecreuse of 40 In the
number killed.
The total number of collisions and
derailment was 3,490 (1,931 collisions and 1,669 derailments), of which
289 collision's and 167 derailments affected paasenaer trains. The damage
to carifc engines and roadway by these
$2,924. v..
to
accldeil amount
There
also a decrease of 233 in the
numbes of collisions and derailments
over tilose reported In the prec eding
three months.
The mrnlher of crnpfoyes killed In

ALl

Jl

BIG BARGAINS

Another lot of 50 dozen white
handkerchiefs; some scalloped
edges, others hemstitched with
embroidery; values up to i rv
25c. Sale Price, eacu

IN HOSIERY

85c Black Taffeta Silks

Special in Children's
Stockings.
In this lot will be found various
broke lints, oooaleUng of onyx Ait
luce hone worth 60 cents a pair; "No
M "tul " linón knoc blin k hose, a regular
value, anil various other
line worth up to 50 cents a pair;
tn

taf-feta-

,

sizes

to 10.

inches wide, all silk, an
H5c grade.
Sale Price,
CJQr
per yard

choose at, par pair

Good Black Taffeta Silks

Fant black, fino ribbed hose; double
knee, heol ntu toe; sizes 6 to 10.
rt
Ial Price, per pair
12K--

19

lusyards of full yard-widtrous black taffeta silk placed
on sale at the extremely
fCr
low price of, per yard
100

Dress Goods Specials
Spn ial No,

lK

yards good strong black

a.

-

Handkerchief Specials

200

,

x

6

To close,

Ha

.Hundreds

of

r

8peotít No. 2.

Consists of dress goods
selling regularly up to 75c the yard.
To clean these up you may take
your choice at only
OC

jq

Special No.
Various styles of black
and colored dress goods, consisting of
Sicilians, plaids and fine black goods;
selling regularly to two dollars
DUC
a yard; choose now at
V.-

Amerlenii (ilrlV

stiK-kliup-

t

BIG BARGAINS

Children's Dresses

IN HOSIERY

Made of gingham or percale;
in Russian or Hubbard effects;

yards of

dress goods in various checks and plain
goods, also shadow checks of wools and
mohairs; worth regularly up to
ZDC
60c a yard. Sale Price

rn

Women's laid IJInek GAttM
KtlM'killRN.

Put up three pair in a box specially
for us; double sole; all excellent weal
ing IttfJtBter Weight black hise.
3
for &0e
Bile Price
Women's l.aee I, Isle Hose.
lace and lace ankle hose;
Colon tan, black and white; regular
value 3G cents a pair.
2 So
Special at, per pair
Women's OnttJM HoM.
Special lines to close out, In plain
black lisle and lace lisle. Priced as

ilr

goods go In this sale

at.

2.V

Inthls sale at. ..1.V'
Inthls sale at. .MO

All ."iHe goods go
All 7"ic good go

e

Tiii

.

Is a

rare ullk

b;i rtruln.

Women's Lisle and Silk

..GLOVES..
A washable

C olor ed Silk Sp e c ia s
1

Rough Tussah and Rajah Silks,
27 inches wide, only a lew colotrs
left; while they last choose of
these $1.00 and $1.28 silks

JC

suede lisle glove,
also Kayser double tipped finger silk gloves; colors blue, tan,
white, mode and grey; this is
an opportunity to secure some
rare glove bargains; their regular value is ()0c to 75c.
07C
Sale Price, per pair

CHALLIE SPECIAL
FINE CRETONNES 36 Inches
wide, in floral and Japanese designs, regularly sold all over at
2.") cents a yard.
4
rOZ
Sale Price...

r

15 pieces of 50c and H0c all wool
challieg, in dainty dots, stripes
and dresden figures, for dressing
sacques, house gowns and
waists. Sale Price..
OC

Special Sale of Women's

PARASOL CLEARING
Parasols reduced to clean up the stock,

and divided into lot numbers, as follows, for easy choosing:
Lot No. 1. Values up to $3.00.
1.50
Sale Price
Lot No. 2. Values up to $1.00.
2.50
Sale Price
Lot No 8. Values up to $7,50.
.50
Sale Price
Lot No. 4. Values up to $10.
5.00
Sale Price
Children's Parasols have been likewise
reduced and divided into lot numbers

at

1.00, 75c, 60c

IWIBK ENDINO AUQ. 4

neatly trimmed with washable
braid; sizes to 6 years;
Z,OZ
S5c value. Sale Price

Women's Summer Vests

All-ov- er

follows:
All

our

Pilseaer Beer

CAKE BAKER

Telephone Your Order

IS

AJfco

The Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company's

best

BREAD

THAT

&

North Second street.
Alhnipierque, N. M.

Comer rilM Street ami Copper Ave.
New Building.

Wc have the

live

BUTTERNUT

For prices

$65

Look over our large stock at once. Quality guaranteed.

213 W. Railroad Ave.

The Electrician

$55

$45

& Avery

MauRer

Boston
321 West Gold Avenue Albuquerque

at our special sale, Runabout Buggies at

When you can now tfet,

TIIF

'

50c, reduced to 25c.
Children's Sailor Hats at 25c.
25 per cent off.
on Trunks and Valises.

MANDELL I

M.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
game
Lincoln LIÉAoln-Denvpostponed on account of wet ground
At Omaha
R. H. E.
5
8
Omaha
0
At

1

I

W

BASEBALL.

FROM LABOR UNION

TIE PICKLING PLANT
GOi:S LP IX SMOKE
Saturday morning about 10 o'clock
the Santa Fe tie pickling plant al
Hellemont was destroyed by fire. The
plant is said to be a total loss but
the value of the plant is not known
here. This is the
time the
plant has been burned since its estabThe
lishment at Bcllcniont, Ariz.
yard at that place is full of tics awaiting treatment and as at this time of
the year the plant Is busy the destruction will will be of great inconvenience ,ti the railroad. No other buildings were burned aside from the
plant.
WABASH

coupling and uncoupling cars and engine was 84.
one less than the
number killed In the last auarter.
In closing, the bulletin says:
"The most disastrous accident reported In the present bulletin, a collision causing 34 deaths and injuring
24, was due to the striking failure
of the train dispatching system. A
telegraph uperator at a small and
lonely station, who had been on duty
all day and more than half the night,
fell asleep, and on awakening, misinformed
the train dispatcher as to
what had occurred while he was
asleep. It is pertinent to observe that
the block system repeatedly advocated
by the commission that ought to be
adopted for such distressing disasters
as that reported in accident bulletin
No. 19, just made public."
NEW MANAGER POR
GULF LINKS OF SANTA FE
An oftH ial circular has been Issued
appointing Frank Q. Pettibone, general manager of the Gulf. Colorado &.
Santa Fe rallwayand that portion oí
the eastern Oklahoma line of the Atchison, Topeka & San. a Fe between
Shawnee and Paul's Valley, vice
W.
C.
Nixon,
resigned to
who
of the
become general manager
be
will
His headquarters
Frisco.
at Galveston. He began railway service with the Burlington In 1S80 as a
telegraph messenger, and in ten years
had worked his way up to superintendent of the Northern Pacific. In
January. 1901, he was appointed assistant to the general manager of the
Gulf. Colorado & S ant i Fe. Subsequently he was appointed general
superintendent of the Gulf system,
and is now promoted to the office of
general manager.

Long Kimonos

Fine white lisle vests, low neck,
sleeveless, full taped; sizes 4 to
0; usually sold for 35c.
ZDC
Sale Price. .

r

Percale Shirt Waist Suits
Made of blk and white checked
percale, pijed in red or black;
skirt trimmed to match, f c
.DU
Sale Price only
I.'

.

Im

the price of

lie m

i

i

le

Made of large figured Japanese
cloth; regular price was $1.25.
Tu i lose them out you may
take your choice at

Fancy Ribbon Special
i.r a:

GOOD MADRAS
All newdesignsin light and dark
eflects; regular selling
&C
price 20c. Sale Price.

solid color ribbons including black; worth 85c to
75c a yard. Sale Price... wC

jr

.

yards of fancy ribbons in
stripes and nov 'ty patterns, also

2000

r

. .

HABUTAI SILKS
25 pes of full
fine Hahutai
silks, regular value 80c; black,
white and colors.
1Q
oc
Sale Price
27-i-

n

MOHAIR SPECIAL Ten pes of
twisted dust shedding
mohair Sicilian; grey, blue, blk
and brown; a 7flc value.
Sale Price
. .DUC

rr

r

c,m
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T entatlves

IE WILL

LAND

MI
All

of the pres. through whom
a community properly represented all
the congress, one that is active, ag-

I!
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New Mexico to Join In the
Movement to Bring Gather- Of

ENROLLMENT
As the time for the opening of the
fall Minister approaches the prospecta for a large attendance at the
I'nivcrsity of New Mexico grow better and.it is believed that the numbci
of etrlotly collegiate students will be
double that of last year. It is expected there will lie a frcediman class
of twenty members at the beginning
of the term, the senior class "ill be
the largest yet. and the sophomore
and Jonior classes will show a large
enrollment compared with previous
feayears. The most encouraging
ture of the outlook, however, is the
fact that: the number of students taking a straight collegiate course Is
steadily increasing. Work on the hisf
rcw "Pueblo dormitories under theIs
direction Of Contractor Hcssclden
progressing: rapidly and as the building.' rise their spaciousness become
more appalrent. They will be ready
of students
for the accommodation
at the beginning of the term on August 20.

asked
will !
t
J.cllll í,,.i,.n
to send its best M-- n . as iiciegaie.
..,i,it
rif
-111
I her
is lt DC a co.miiu uu
(aras and U are to work with a
m
combined front to a coruinon

AM IIO-- .

NatlOlial

RUSSELL SAGE

JUST DOUBLE IDE

TT'TZ
...

I

Irrigation
Congi ess to This City,
in

UNIVERSITY WILL

gressive and demanding something,
and acting In concert, will get more
valuable advertising in the papers, big
and small, the prominent farm Journals and all other kinds of newspapers that this city could buy. if it
had to buy it, with ail the iiioinv
in its banks.
How to ; About It.
The idea of the backers of this
movement Is first, to have the matter
taken up officially with all the restlienof
wliich are to he
i.
ih
or me iunu

BIB

KIIBUQUERQU 0 MORNING JOURNXE,
Governor Welcomes Ngro.
la., July 31. Governor
Cummins welcomed to the state of
Iowa SOU negro Baptists from eleven
states yesterday morning at the Corinthian Baptist church. He said that
he was getting tired of differentiating
between races. "I have learned that
though bkins may be different in color, all hearts are the same color."
He declared that the highest institution in the world for good was the
church. "The laws that count are
not the laws written by man and enforced by him, but the laws written
by Almighty God in the heart and
conscience of men," said the governor.
Rev. Dr. A. E. Wilson, of Kansas
City., Kas., paid a high compliment to
Governor Cummins, also to Governor
E. W. Hoch, of Kansas, declaring that
they were friends to humanity, therefore to the negro. Last night Rev.
Charles (j. Fishback. of Topeka. Kas.,
preached the annual sermon, and the
annual address of President J. D.
Rouse was delivered.

Millionaire II' hi in (.raioful RflBgggg
bra nee by Southwestern Kcdiiicn.
Outhrle. O. T., July SI. Tn Indian
territory the death of Kussell Sage is
onsidered to have removed a benefactor who will long be remembered
by some Indians of the five tribes.
Mr .Sage's first visit to Indian territ
ory was In 1883. when, with Jay
(lould and others, he made an
lion trip over the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad which the
Gould! then controlled. It was in
Is Ml that Mr. Sage sent a private car
to Indian territory to take .fifteen In
dian girls from Noithlleld to attend
school there. Thest girla were from
the Creek, Cherokc am) Choctaw nations. Several of them are educated
and talented women still living in the
territory.
In 18K8 the old Or. ek mission school
at Tallahassee, fifteen miles northwest of Muskogee. burned, and eleven
Indian children were let out of school,
of tliem
had no
and twenty-eigh- t
Miss Alice.
homes to which to go.
Rofcerteoh, whom President Roosevelt
at
recently appointed postmistress
Muskogee, was then In charge of this
She went In New York, saw
school.
Sage In his office and succeeded in
getting him to semi the twenty-eigIndian children to Carlisle untill they
one of these was Ben
graduated,
Marshal, who now owns the finest
fruit farm in the Creek nation..
--

ei

systematic and determined campaign
aril enlist the moral support of every
man In the convention. The New Mexico delegates will rub elbows with
DELEGATES APPOINTED TO the men who handle the cash :.nd 111but- ill
STORAGE.
t.itilw.llnir
mull Is worth
GOING AWAY THIS RPMMEIi?
letters ever written.
GO FROM ALBUQUERQUE i14",,1
StOve
Pianos,
furniture, etc.. stored
the idea to have the Irriga
safety. Hatos reasonable. The Setion congress here during the terricurity
Warehouse
and Improvement
torial fair.
Co. Offices, (.rant block. Both phones.
Effort to Be Made To Secure
What It Would Mean.
The securing of the convention
Assistance From the Recla- would mean the presence In AlbuTHE WM. PARK. COMPANY
of a thousand or more delemation Service for Improve- querque
11
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
gates from all over the world.
mean crowds of interested peoment of Rio Grande River. would
Fresh and Salt Meats
It
ple from al over New Mexico.
would mean the disbursing in this
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
city of thousands of dollars hy the
FOR CATTLE ANB HOGS BIGGEST
FTBTE'H GOOD COM) HOOT BEER
But the immediA movement which
ay have ciiii- - visiting delegates.
MARKET PRICE PAID
ate benefit of having the meeting hero AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
"nuerices to Albuquerque and the Rio is nothing compared to the results to
Orandc valley passing the hopes if follow. It may cost thousands of dol
the nmet optimistic. had in Inception dollars to get the convention. If Al
last night at the meeting of the
It will have spent!
liuquerque
oí the Commercial club of money for loses.
advertising
which will
V.
city.
this
yield heavy returns on the investment.
Is
a movement to secure for this It took Boise City four years' perIt
city the meeting of the National Irri- sistent boosting to get the convengation congress n the year I'.iuT; anil tion. It's up tO Albuquerque to show-thafailing that to keep hammering away
when it comes to real boosting
with the purpose of bringing the we can give Boise City cards and
gathering here for lima.
spa res.
An
step Captain
a preliminary
It Is planned after forming B strong
'lark M Carr ami Solomon Luna New Mexico delegation, to secure
by
were last night appointed
the headquarters at Boise City for the
Commercial dub as two of the ele- - entire bunch at the best hotel and
gates wlio are to represent Albuquer III! the headquarters with attractive
que at this vear's meeting of the Na- advertising matter from every part
tional Irrigation congress In Hols,-city- of the territory, the Pecos valley the
Idaho, the first week In Septem- Mesilla valley, the Rio llratide valley, the San Juan, northern
New
ber
The club could hardly have named Mexico, the Mimbres, the lilla and
the dry farming country.
two more compi ten! and
There will be lots of the stuff an
gentlemen to represent this citv
at the meeting In Boise. They are plenty itof intelligent energetic men to
hand
out and explain it, and to
men of Influence am) men of perseverance, and men who can accomplish talk.
It ll the intention to enter at once
results. And It Is highly important into
correspondence
with all the
acbe
results
that substantial
companies and secure their
complished by the men who go to th railroad
t Ion
til
and hearty
meeting from New Mexico this yea' prompt
campaign,
Albuquerque Is entitled to live dele- the advertising
which the rallioads will be only
gates to the congress, three to be
too glad to give.
by the mayor and two by the
The matter Is one that appeals
Commercial club. The mayor will strongly to every business man in New
at once .select the three other men. MelxCO. That a Strong delegation wilT
uninlttce will begin to lay be sent to Boise City is a certainty.
and th
conjunction It will be B delegation free entirely
In
plans of campaign
with similar delegations appoint
from sectional Jealousy, a New Mexico
by the other leading cities of New delegation, not an Albuquerque nor
Mexico.
Itoswell. nor Las Vegas delegation.
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
That the whole territory have an The New Mexicans will go to llmse
esent
repr
untiring
City
able, active and
with a determination to "show"
tton at the great meeting at Bolle 1 th
Ogress.
If it loses, a nominatA delightful
place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
of the utmost importance to Albu ing addr ess on he floor of the great
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
qu rque. to the Kin Grande Valley, congress sent out over the wires and
and to every section of New Mexico in the published minutes of the conor you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
The securing of the annual meet- gress will be worth all the money anil
But it isn't
ing next year of the National Irriga- all the trouble.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
New
tion congress for Albuquerque will b' Mexico's nor Albuquerque's practice
the greatest achievement' ever accom- to lose after once starting In to get
mere is a llenera airr
plished by a New Mexico representa- a tiling.
tion anywhere. At least this is th.: mom uiai AlOUquerque is the most
nrm conviction of the Commercial central and best fitted town to enterIN
AINY
tain the congress. With Alliuquoi qu
i lub. and the citizens of Albuquerque,
New Mexico towns after
and as far as can lie learned of the and the other
representative people of all parts of the plum It cannot escape,
And so the campaign is on. It Is
It will mean more than
the territory
in which every man, woman and
that this city will be the. scene of one
une of the largest conventions of th" child in Albuquerque should be
rest
It will mean advertising for
New Mexico and especially for th
Rio Crande and PeCOS valleys, that
may result in vast benefits to them
11
may mean financial assistance
(row the reclamation service of the
government, for the development and
irrigation of the Rio Grande, from
San Domingo to San Marcial, which
It was on a Sunt; Fe east
only needs the magic touch of money train the other day along near hound
It
garden.
vast
to convert
Into a
dies, Cal., where the
slides down
The securing of the convention may the long grade while tlie air gets hol
mean big beet sugar factories for this ier una Router until the passenger
Valley, which as has been proven 's thinks he is hound straight for the
unexcelled for the raising of sugar infernal regions. The thermometer in
beets; which has water, labor and re- the Pullman commenced running up
like a monkey on a stick. Higher and
sources in plenty.
In short. If this meeting is brought higher It climbed, past the luo mark,
to Albuquerque, it will result In ad- past the ID.', mark, until it reached
in
vertising which may change the
There was a new porter 011 the
future of the valley and the tertrain. There sras also a well known
ritory.
Harvey
system official who likes bis
I'luti of Representation.
joke once 111 a while, even wln n
It Is the plan of those who ar littlemercury
Cloaritnoc quirk, decisivo ami complete-- - is the object. Fearless price-cuttip110 in the shade.
starling the movement that a combi- the 'Porter," heshows
called.
nation by way of representation h
"Yes, sah," responded that individa total disregard of cost is the method. Faat, fierce gelling;
made from all the localities in the ual with alacrity as he puiied
a
territory, which are now being con- down a little closer and cSHIe shade
ovci
sidered by the reclamation service: to the Harvey man.
eager, zealous buying, and smaller and cleaner stocks will be the outcome.
'l'hi people living and owning lands
"Porter, don't your
k of rules'
irrigated hy the Carlsbad project, t
say that the tempera lire in the car!
of the Hondo project at
shall not go above 70'"
Thursday, Friday a ml Saturday, August 2, 3 and 4
the same under the Elephant
"Ves yes, sah," replied the porter,
Untie scheme, the project at Las epci (fully.
Any Two or
Suit in (he Store is yours for
Vegas, and the tract which is In
"What does thai thermometer say
gn f i need uf government assistance now ?" asked the Official gravely.
The porter examined it attentively.
than any other part of the territory,
"She's jes' ill, tiah," he responded
the Klo (laude valley, from San
with a perplexed look.
Domingo to San Marital
"Well.
that s against the rules,
it i. certainly worth the effort to
J " s.ild the other, sternly.
secure government assistance In the heyThe
MSTO scratched his head.
wa o eSpenetVI experiments by Irri"All right, sah. I ll 'tend to dal
gation by wi lis and pumping in this right
away, Sah." he said, hurrying oft
portion ot the uto Grande valley, to the other end of the car.
Proofs of the success of
Pretty soon he returned with al
bring farmers crestfallen and
would
perplexed look,
two
presence
of
or three
The
"How you reckon I goin' Icr fix dat
famfarmers and their
hundred
thermometer" he asked.
ilies. Intelligent!) cultivating the soil,
Don't know," responded the other.
unon
the
ami pi iio. mi; something
fixing the reporter with his glittering'
eye.
city,
of
"(lot tO cool it off somehow
this
til led land north and south
would lie of more worth to its fututi .You'll Violating the llllc.s."
Bul as the porter began In look
growth lhan any enterprise now located here, The growing ,i sugn Store worried he caught a twinkle in
beets and the erection of beet sugar the other man's eye, which broke the!
l.o torles here would be only one of spell.
the benefits sure to follow. Th'' nec- i
ILL H l,hs OF I. h i,
.iry labor in the form of Indian
muí natives Is right here, labor which
the Colorado beet sugar men send llcrplcidc Is I m il in ( me Dandi nil
W'he
hundreds of miles to tier up
Your fire and unlimited choice o( 7á0 fine suits e.cept staple lilac It s
I II Lyon. New York. N V say
It Is conclusively shown that this lec"I am very fond of Herpldd
and
tion can and will raise the beets, the enjoy
using it. 11 is refreehIÉB
and all of our high priced two-piecpatting suits. This includes all our
sugar men are bound to come.
Dr. J. II. Bush.
Toledo.
fhl
the Convention.
Hen Who do
Writes:
"Newhro's
Herpicld
ha
How great results can be attained given
best gradea, worth from $i5.00 to $22..riO. Remember the rush of last
by advertising at cue of these conven- thing Ibelter satisfaction " than am
ever
have
used
tions Is readily apparent when
Mrs Hoi key. of I'hailron,
I'Yhruary, and be on hand early. This sale is for THREE DAYS ONLY
Neta
of the delegations Is CO.I says
of
llcrplcidc:
gMered.
"ll cleaned my head of d.mdruif
First, the representative men of tie
and it will positively close on Saturday Night at 10 o'clock.
ami slopped my hair from falling ion
reclamation service about severity-livis
I
best
It
the
remedy
for
dandruff
or so of the engineers who have)
used, and I have used a grca;
this matter in charge all over I heIs ever
many."
arid region; experts whose report
R. S. Coleman, Ann Harbor, Mich,
worth the money; second. Individuals
who are Interested In Irrigation, not sat k.
"I have used two bottles of Herpi-- 1
theorists, but men who own larg"
of Idc and derived benefit therefrom."
projects, farmers and exponents
Sold by leading druggists Send I 8
scientific farming; third, paid representatives of the greatest Industrial In stamps lor sample to The llerpl-cldCo.. Detroit. Mich, B. II Brlggs
enterprises In the United Slates, upon
Special Agents.
is & CO
whose recommendations capital
Invested. The sugar people always
have a large representation at these!
to naaat springs.
congresses and some of the Individ- Is prepared
The undersigned
to'
o. 'I
are men of International reputa tlen; fourth, repi esentatlves of every make Irlps to nnd from the celebrated
esJEMCf HOT SPRINGS. Any Inforfarm Implement manufacturing
tablishment in the country; fifth. rep- mation desired can be secured from
resentatives of all sorts of manufai Oeorg II. Moore, No. 113 West Pall- ad
Hiring enterprises
thai sell their
T, JOHNSTON.
products to th' une i sixth reine- .

:
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ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE TH 'ADVANCE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

MoneyPianos,toOrgans.
Loan
Horses.
Furniture.

On

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
recelóte, as
salaries and warehouse
low as S10.00 tend as high as S200.00.
Loans are aulckly made and strictly
private.
Time: une monm 10 ime
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowln.
SteamBhln tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CC
Rooms S end 4. Grant Blda.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOS West RnLroad Avenue.
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A. FLEISCHER
Estate

nce.

SimonAvenue
Stern
The RdLilrodtd

Clothier

sssssJMNsssss

iu

w. Mllver ave.,
'Phone 379.

at Elite

Surety Bonds.

WANTED
Position hy man and
wife as butler or general housework.
Address A. J. Journal.
WANTED
To
buy
second-han- d
Icycle.
l. o. Anderson, l'ihi x.
ilitll. St.
a"
VYAM'KU Couple without child-- 1
rln desire two or three furnished
irooms for lli;ht housekeeping, or
Mnall furnished cottate in rood lock
tton! permanent.
u
Address I'

Journal.
II'
WANTED To exchange for
Improved property my ESVi
aere ranch, 45 acres to 'alfalfa, 11
,
,
.. .1
Héroe in
,v J.M
...in .inn
orciiarn. ÉU
anil .1
half miles from I.os Angeles,rive
2 block
from the new Santa Ana electric line
and general store; facing the city and!
new Long Beach boulevard; 20 mln- Dies ride from Los Angeles, ino fare.
An ideal suburban home. Two house :,
one a
California house, the1
Other eight-roonew and modern.
TWO
large barns, corrals and other
out buildings. Bine artesian flowing
well; water piped all over the lat,,i.
houses and yards.
Fine orchard,
beautiful yard, all kinds of ornamenaj
tredS, Mowers and palms.
This place
can he divided to an advantage, and!
the only reason I would sell or ex-- i
change is that i think Albuquerque's
Climate is hesl for my health. Purthor
Information will he gladly furnished.
L. It Thompson, u-- i,
Box 12, Como-toAlbu-querq-

Í

six-roo-

n,

Cal.

,,1

Territory of New Mexico, County of
uerna.11110, in the District court.
Montezuma Trust Company and Sydney ÜCugena Abel, executors of the
estate of U. J. Abel, decc ised, Plaintiffs,

vs.

South Second Street,
Automatic 'Phone 328.
FOR SAIiK.
$2,70(1
brick; hath,
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
on highlands, close In.
$2.s:,n.
brick; bath, electric.
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
12

WANTED.

I

WE NEED

Nee-trai-

--

DE-llver-

T

Tales of the Town

d.

ot

CORONADO TENT CITY

1M

st

hi

j

E

FjOIJSAIJC

FOR SALE Handsome team of
PROFESSION ALT
matched ponies, buggy and harness;
ATTORNEYS.
also one single horse. C. W. Hunter.
J3 R. W. D. BRYAN- corner Broadway and Copper.
. Attorney at Law.
FOR SALE New Densmore typeornee in
First National
writer; used thirty days: cost $97. $G5 Ing. Ainuuueraue. N. M. bank build.
a6
lakes It. A. C. Journal office.
PHYSICIANS.
Well-buipoultry DR. R. L. HUaT
FOR SALE
cheap
climate;
houses, ideal for this
Room
N. T. ArlmH-- 1?M
Tuberculosis treated
if sold at o:.ce.
H. N. Packert, 617
"
auency
Electrical
ave.
Marble
4dpe- m'Tir"18
Sheep
LEASE
FOR SALE OR
.ii..j,.,..
range; grass knee-higICS
and green as
a meadow; unfailing water; patented DR. J 1i.
WROTH
lands; located In Sierra county. AdPhysician and Surgeon.
dress C. C. Miller, Hillsbnro, N. M.
Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy ard har- DR. J. E. BRONSON
HomeoDathlc.
ness. R. A. Baldwin, at AP .11
r
Physician and Surgeon.
VUUVIVJU'
Lumber company.
a2
Room 17 Whiting Blertc.
FOR SALE Hone, ' buggy and har-Fir- DR. W. G. SHADRACH
5 jsj
ness. Apply
Practice Limited
st.
tf
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat
FOR SAL'; ainfrer
drop-hea- d
Oculist
and
for Santa Fe coast
sewing jnacrJnM, 3 and 4 (inint bllg lines. Office Aurist
313 Mi W. Railroad av.
.
Hours
a.
9to12
jrn
FOR Sale. Horse, buggy andhar-ncs33 .íwíisT&r
Casep. 702 West Coal ave.
tf DR. J. E." KRAFT
FO'R SALE New and second-han- d
Dental Surgeon.
at
AlDumiernoB Carriage Co.
'ifr'es
Rooms IB and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
FOR RENT
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 164.
Office Closed Until Aug. 7.
uk RjsriT A nicely furnished
room, With all modern conveniences, E. J.
ALGERD. I7B
hi a private family. 41 B. Third st.
Offices: Arimllo block, opposite QoU
den Rule. Office hours. 8: SO a. m. to
FOR RENT Two rooms for light 12:30 p. m.: 1:20 to 6 p. m. Autohousekeeping, $12. Ü18 W. Lead av. matic telephone 462.
Anpolntmenta
bv mall.
I' IB RENT OR SALE Tent house, made
partly furnished. 511 S. Walter. a3 DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light Rooms 20 Auto Phone 691.
22. Whiting block. sver
and
housekeeping. 616 W. Coal ave.
a3
Learnard and Lindemann.
FOR RENT 2 and
d
ARCHITECTS.
houses, modern.
Dr. e. m F. W. SPENOER
Wilson, 406 S. Amo.
" V. O. WALLINGFORD
I'OR RENT
Furnished
room;
Architects
large eloxet, bath, electric lights, etc. Rooms 46 and 47. Bar'nett dulldlns.
713 W. Sliver ave.
Roth
'Phones.
t
FOR RENT Two-rooCIVIL ENfilNKKRh.
tentT
1003 N. Seventh st., corner J. R. FAKWKLL
of Warble.
,
Civil Engineer.
Roorri23, n. T. Armifo building.
FOR RENT 100-fo...... . a, - store room
Hurt,
i
11r.it .All I'.lts.
on West Cold avenue. Address Box
138, City.
BORDKRS
tf
FOR RENT Furnished room. 512 Black or City Undertaker.
white hearse, $R.00. ComN. Second st.
tf mercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
FOR RENT Storage room. E. V. 316; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
''r''' c2. ff. First st.
NewMexlo 1.
For, RENT - Pleasant furnished
roo;na
315 B. Third st.
tf
BRKAD. PÍES AÑrT CAKES
to any nart of the city, wedMALE HELP WANTED.
ding cakes a specialty;
satisfaction
First-clas- s
WANTED
bookkeeper; guaranteed.
S. N. Balling.
one familiar with Spanish-speakin- g
Bakerv, 207 South Kir"! street. Pioneer
people preferred. Address A. ii. hh- ton Mercantile Co., Ban Antonio.
M,
WANTED
Laborera? nativA anil
white, and all trades supplied with
and Loans,
;help on Bhort notice. Also domestic Real
servants. Abraham's Employment Of- Fire Insurance,
8.

ht

ASK

HELP WANTED.
WANTED
?nambermaidaT
St
Claire Hotel.
tf
WANTED Good table girl at 2'i:
W. Silver ave.
tf
WANTED
Saleswoman, young,
must be experienced, and be able to
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
right person. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable need apply.
.Write and send references Immediately to the John Becker Company, Belén, New Mexico.

lt

t

I

1, llOfl.

at CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Des Moines,

FRIEND OF INDIANS

t

.n

Wednesday.

close In.
$2.000

brick cottage;
outbuildings.
brick cottage;
hath, electric lights; good location.
$2,1(10
brick cottage; batn.
electric lights; N. Second st.; $Xf.i
cash, balance on time at 8 per cent.
$1,860
brick
cottage, good
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands.
$2,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4.000 Two good houses, 5 lots,
abade trees, room for two more
houses; close In; N. Sixth street.
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished. large grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrub- bery.
Fouth ward.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
corner close In, lot 70x142, line
shade trees.
A One piece of business property
for
sale.
Some god ranches fer sale close to
city.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
142; N Second street.
$1.300
frame, new, barn,
hade trcjji. city water, high location.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; S. Arno street.
$1,000
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, close In, easy terms.
$6,600 4 double houses, close In, Income $S0 per month; a good Investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
$2,600
frame, bath, electrls
lights, trees, shiuhbery, lot 76x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,200
frame, near shops.
$2,700 8 room frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. 8.
Arno st.
Money to Loan ou (.nod Real Estate
new

N. Eighth st.; adobe
4 -- room modern
1 2, 1O0

,i)

William Harrier and Lou Harper, his
wife, and J. 8 Harcourt. Trustee
Defendants.
No. 7136.
Notice (if Null.
To William Harper and Iiu Harper,
his wife, and ,1. F. Harcourt, Trusml Irfiw Id, tea of Imrreat
tee, defendants:
You are herehy notified that n suit
his baa begun In the district cmin .
New Mexc, i,y Annual Mcetinn of the Grand
?i Bernaiiiio
the stonteiumg Trusl Company
.mil
sjugSIH Ahel, executors of (he
Inst will and testament of the estale Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles
of I). J. Abel, deceased, against you
as defendants, for the purpisc of recovering a Judgment against William Milwaukee, Wis., Aug.14-1- 8
Harper for the sum of eight thousand
($8,000) dollars, principal, together
with Interest thereon from the 3rd day
of January, 1906, at the rate of eight
per cent per annum and ten per cent
For above occasion the
of tho amount to be found due, as attorney's fees, provided hy said note to
be paid, and to foreclose that certain deed of trust, dated tho 3rd day
of June, 1905, nxeciited hy William
Harper and I.ou Harper, his wife, to
J. F. Harcourt, Trustee, recorded In
Vol. 12. pago 197 of the records 01
Bernalillo county, upon lot 13 in
block No. fifteen (16)
f the New
Mexico Town Company addition to tho
City of Albticpierque, New Mexico, given to secure the payment of said note,
and for a decree, ordering the sale of
said property to satisfy, pay oft and
dlschargo the indebtedness evidenced
by said note, and also the attorneys
will sell tickets to Mifees therein provided to be paid, and
also for costs of suit; and that an orlwaukee for $47.10 for
der for service by publication has
been made in said cause.
the round trip, Tickets
You are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance In said
on sale Aug,
cause on or before the 6th day of September, 1906, the plaintiffs will apply
to the court for the relief demanded
Final limit August 23
In their complaint.
W. E. DAMK. Clerk.
(Seal)
E. L. MRDLER, Attorney for jMfts.
Postofflce address, Albuquarque, T. E.
--

11-12--

13,

Purdy, Agt., Albuquerque

Wednesday. Augaet
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ON

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE LOTS

The Doll Season

GIFTS

50x142

$25

feet

Will End

LAHD OH THE MESA

Only $5.00

Promptly on
Business

Men of Albuquerque

Will Look Into

page

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAC

1. 1MM.

Question

each

DRY!

HIGH!

50

xt 42

With

feet

the End of

Summer Real
Estate in

NO INTEREST

a month

.00

LEVEL!

September First

of

down-$5-

$150

tO

rmí

University

COOL!

Heights will Boom

University Heights Improvement Company

Trying Dry Farming Experiment on Ground East of City

South Second Street

119

SIX HUNDRED AND FORTY
ACRES TO BE PLANTED
Six hundred and forty acres of land
on the mm east of Albuquerque Will
probably be planted In winLsr wheat
thlfl year to
thoroughly test the
Campbell dry farming system. The
experiment will be watched with great
interest by farmers and the public
generally. The land on the mesa is
similar to that upon which dry farming has proved successful elsewhere..

At the meeting last night of the
directors of the Commercial club the
regular Irrigation committee was in- structed to at once look int.i :he rn.it
M of planting a crop of winter wheat

r:.,!::;';:;

ft SK2
to employ an

Vf

WILL HELP BOOST
LOW

DITCH

BUYS

40,000,000

IN BOSTON W O L

FEE!

OF TIMBER

MARKET

i

casino theater:
Lyllian Leighton
Stock Company

MEXICO
The Ideal Summer Resort

TONIGHT!

"SEE THE UNITED STATES," but reiiieniter that no tour
Committee Appointed to

It is Phe purpose
expert and have the experiment mad''
under the best possible conditions. If
a good crop of wheat is realized It
will mean that Albuquerque has to offer to homeseekcrs unlimited farming
land close to the leading city of the
two territories.
This Will be by far the most extensive experiment tried In the southwest.
The trial on the Las Vega
grant is being carried on on only 32"
acres. The land to be used hete Is
that recently given to this city by an
act of congress.
The committee which has the mat
ter in hand consists of Governor K. s.
Stover, chairman; Colonel John Bor-- 1
rodaile. W. W. Strong, A. B. Met
and E. W. Dnbsnn. The commit- tec Is instructed to "get bucv" with- nut delay on this proposition, ami

slty.

LINE

PROMISING OUTLOOK

LQCftL LUMBERMAN

GOMMERGIAL CLUB

Con-

-

A, Dye,

of This City,

chases Matured Trees

fer With Rio Grande Land
Water and Development Co.
to Secure Help in Big Project

STEADY INCREASE

Puron

of the Southwest or West is complete unless you have

IN

included a side tripe to Mexico, via

TRADE THE PREDICTION

THE HI HAL COMEDY DRAMA

THE

for One
Jemez Reserve
Hundred Thousand Dollars,

Boston. July 81. Thf wool market!
Is Arm.
The volume of business has
increased and the promise Is for a

Missouri

In Old

Fleece
steady trade in the future.
COVERS 10,000 ACRES
BUSINESS MEN REALIZE
wools are In a healthful position.
IN SANDOVAL COUNTY During the week the market was quiet
IMPORTANCE OF SCHEME
Owing to the firm closIn all grades.
ing of the London sales, when the
The division of forestry at Washing- price of high crossbred! was fully
At last night's meeting of the diof the mar-- j
ton
has sold the matured timber " maintained, the tendency firmness,
a
club
rectors of the Commercial
oft
is toward extreme
1. A. Dye ket
to
reserve
the
forest
Jemez
communication was read from the of this city who is connected with medium wools particularly. Worsted
Rio Grande Land, Water and Deve- the State National bank and who is 'goods are selling well, and worsted
firm,
of this type are very
lopment company, the company wHllc'n one of the most extensive dealers in goods
grades are slightly eas-- I
though
oilier
In
territory.
the
lumber
Is headed by W. p. Shutt and will
Forty million square feet of the ler, showing that the market has at
will do so.
build the "low line ditch." an Irriga- - matured trees were sold to Mr. Dye last turned, and that the general ten-- l
'Ion system to reclaim thousands of at a, price of $2.50 a thousand feet, dency will hereafter be rather down- The American Boy for August.
Three boys In a sailboat in a spank- - acres of land on the mesa cast anil or $100.01)0.
Forest Supervisor Leon ward. Worsted manufacturers, howIn charge of the Jeme?, ever, seem to be beginning to realize
ing oreeze iook out trom t tie cover west of
Kneipp,
F.
the Rio Grande above and reserve has received oflieial notice ot that wools suitable for their use are
page of the August American Boy.
now about as low as they will be for
The names of .Stratemeyer, Tomlin-son- . adjacent to Albuquerque.
the sale from the authorities at Wash- some
The
time, though outside of one or
scheme was formally laid before ington.
Alger, anil Harbour stand out if
y
purposes
the
the
two of the larger mills, the greater
and
the
of
club
the text in four stirring serials now
largest
single
of
is
the
This
sale
fully set forth. After discussing
buying has been by th
running.
Every boy knows that
on record in New Mexico. The part of the
specially the dress
mills.
matter the cluh appointed tie" timber
smaller
thous-atlwhere these names appear there Is the
covers
timber,
which
ten
about
following committee to confer with
goods mills. These mills are getting
something of interest to him.
is
In
acres,
Sandoval
all
located
some orders and are buying California
of the Irrigation sysof the stories bv these well the projectors George
OOUnty and that count)
will derive
Messrs
Texas and tine scoured wools.
Arnot. Frank VV. considerable
known writers are additional evidence! tem;
substantial benefit from and
Clancy,
W.
D.
Huston dealers have recently sent out
G.
Harrison,
A.
of their stirring character "In De- the sale, as according to law the many sample
B. H.
hags
Brlggs.
These
California wools
and
tense of lUs Flag," "The Camp-Fir- e
amount to the dress goods of
gentlemen are given full power lo act county gets 10 per cent of themoney
mills. The buying
of Mad Anthony,
to
by
purchaser,
the
the
paid
rhe Young Hook by the (nub and it Is their
has been well distributed. Including
Intention t
Agent,
to school and road expenses.
and "Four Hoys In Camp."
some fleeces, territory and scoured
the land company In every pos- applied
But this is not all of the good ma- assist
Dye,
Mr.
who
yards
at
lumber
his
sible way to put the scheme through.
wools.
The Worsted manufacturers,
terial in this number. "Silver Prince'' The
Importance of the scheme is fully Koswoii, Doming, Las Vegas anil Es- particularly, have been looking for
is a story of a homing pigeon by L.
not
city,
as
well
in
this
has
as
táñela,
by
every
In
Athe
better grades, three-eighbusiness man
and
Byce, "Follow Your Leader," by realized
wh.it disposition he will half bloods, and fair sales have been
lbuquerque and the members of the announced
James R. Perry is a story that will .Commercial
will
likely
He
make of the timber.
club
are
h wools have been
fully
made
convinced
wherever
sic
appeal to young boys. "Billy's Grit" nf the feasibility of the sc heme and build a roadway into the timber, erect opened, a choice lot of
is a liase ball story of absorbing In- rhe ability of the new company
of men at QhlO wool was recently sold at 85
to a sawmill and set a force
terest. Boys who like stirring adven- cany it through. There is abundant
wot K cutting out tne nmpcr.
tie cents, and there have been further
ture will enjoy "Capturing a Python," capital to draw on ami as announced tract is covered with yellow and white sales
d
of
territory wools at
by Captain Hawser.
Those more In- in these columns a few days ago the pine, red and white fir and Bngel-man- n 2lfti 27 cents, wlih a sale of an excepspruce, which makes very val- tional lot of (fgarter to three-eightclined lo be substantial will read with work of digging the main thirty mile
Itrtrrest "The Nicknames of the canal will begin within thirty days uable lumber and can be converted blood territory at 28 cents. Fine and
States," by Professor Eugene Parsons, at the north end of the proposed Sys- to many uses.
medium territory wools have also sold
of "The World Today." An- lem, on the Jemez river
There ere several bids in response moderately. Oné lot of
and Rio
other Installment of "My Young Grande north
request,
government's
to
Dye's
Mr.
the
Texas wool has sold at 24 cents, makof Albuquerque.
Sportsman," a series of articles deing t'he scoured cost tiK cents. There
are convinced that the compl- being the highest.
scriptive of firearms and their use, etion"We
is not much going on in the west, exsystem
Irrigation
lie
will
of
appears In this number with the con- fa great this
Accidentally Shoots Himself.
cept in Montana, w here wools are still
factor in the development of
cluding part of "Drums and DrumAlbuquerque," said a member of the
"Unele Jack" Donahue, who owns being bought by eastern buyers at
mers" by j. c. J. Dungbicn.
comISOiL'O cents for average and S2Q22
last night. "It Is the In- a horse ranch
In
the Blaok rlv-mander of the Medal of Honor Legion committee
tention of the club to encourage the Country, had the misfortune to shoo! cents for medium clips. Some three-eight- s
of the United States. Captain
e proposition in every
bloods Montana have even
(Pay, and the conhimself In the Instep, with a
occupies B page that will inter- ference with the members
MonThe
above 23 cents.
of the deounei. at ins nomo, inesiiay. lays, sold
est everyone wiith his "Itiga ami the velopment
company Is expected to iner
wools
tana
this year are proving
Ihc f ':i rt Hha it
Butterfly," and the mere title, "The have Important results."
I to be very uneven,
ex
being
some
of
Mr IVnihna
it, on. m li -, Ceptlonal quality
Return of the Coyote." Will interest
... cu.
and showing up well
.........u
... ,i
... .i ..... i,i...
..........
hoys who like the study of animals
...I
When opened, lull others are very
A FATAL MISTAKE
notwithstanding that he was airead) heavy
and their wa:s.
Humor that boys
n
and short. Some sales have
having
:i
cripple,
previously
lost
will enjoy Is found in "Hennipln and Is
a
Often Made by the Wisest of Albu- - leg just below the knee, he got on been made recently us low as 16 cents,
Kicids,
Sensationalists" by John i.
hut dealers say these wools were not
qncrque People.
Iliddison. "Tom's Commission Houshorse and started for Carlsbad as good a bargain as the clips runfatal mistake to neglect hack- - aWhen
It's
es," by Frank H. Sweet is a story of ache.
near the Julian Smith ranch h ning to mediums at .1:1 cents,
a boy's rise to prominence in the
was compelled to dismount anil li
Backache Is the first symptom of down.
A
huslnea world through lldelilv to kidney
passing woman discovered
A Counter Mule
Hook.
Ills.
duty.
"Amigo Fritz" is a hear story
him and Ills serious condition and re- Is an absolute necessity In a retail
Serious complications follow.
by Meyer Mansbach, who has spent
t
to Julian Smith. wh
business. We can furnish them now
Doan'S Kidney Pills cure them ported
almost his whole life among the Inbrought him to the hospital in CarH- - at prices that will appeal to the trade.
dians and the wild beasts of the (or- promptly.
H. S. Llllignw & Co.
bad. Dr. Parr was called and upon
Don't delay until ton late.
ead "Robert E. Lee" is number ten
Journal building.
Until it becomes diabetes Brlght'f examination found that the bullet bad Kookhlndei
of the "Boyhood of Great Americans."
entered at the ton of the Instep and
"How to Play Base Ball." by Profes- disease.
or
very
City beef
nest
The
Kansas
shattered the largest bone
Read what an Albuquerque citizen completely
sor Norris of the Wetimah Military
coming out at the bottom of the foot and mutton at Emit Kleliiwort's. 112
academy tells about lean batting and says:
Mrs. J. H. Smith, nf 116 Hunlng the bullet being taken from the shoe North Third street.
base running.
Then there are puzHis condition Is considered very danzles, prize essays, clever work with a Ave., wife of J. II. Smith, deputy sheriSPECIAL INSTRUCTION DITtlNti
pocket knife, how to make dry hat ff, says: "I have had backache for a gerous and It Is not Improbable that THE FORENOON GIVEN Tf)
LAD-IEtones, chemistry rot hoys, workshop moni n so severe that every movement Mr. Donahue will lose his foot. If not
LEARN
TO
DESIRING
TO
be1
life,
Is
elderly
I
he
an
man.
as
his
never knew the
made hurt and
notes, photographs.
atamos coins
IMtWL. AT THE ALBUQUERQUE
ana curios, anil Interesting matter moment hut the slightest strain on the ing K7 years of age, and danger from BOWLING
118 W. (OLI)
I.LEVS.
With reference to the American Boy muscles of the back brought a twinge blood poisoning is considered great.
AVE. CAUL HOLM AN, MANAGER.
Legion of Honor and the Older of the which could only he described as exI went to a local drug
Poisoned by Dead Rattler.
American Hoy, with sprinklings
of cruciating.
A CimkI Workman
good advice from the editor. In ad store for Dnan's Kldnev Pills and
Chalmers Crozler, the little son of is entitled to Rood tools. We m;ikc
dition there are ovia' eighty illutsra-- 1 took them. The remedy stopped the J. S. Crozler. a Carlsbad real estate pedal ruled fi'coril lionkH a ml loose-lea- f
tions. Subscription price. $1 a year. annoyance. Since then I have had po man. no t with a peculiar accident lasi
device
that will gladden
The Sprague Publishing Co., Detroit. necessity lo uso Dnan's Kidney Pills week. An older brother of the little heart and double the efflclency the
of
Mich.
nor any other medicine for aching fellow had killed and skinned a large your office force. A postal or a 'phone
across the small of the back."
rattlesnake and threw the skeleton la call will bring estimates, drawings or
The Carlsbad project
For sale by all dealers. Price, 50 ' a vacant lot some weeks ago. While suggestions to your desk. Auto, "phone
The work at the Avalon dam Is go- cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.. Buffalo. N. playing about the boy stepped on the 12 8.
ing forward. They are continuing Y.. sole agents for the United States.
skeleton and in a short time his foot
II S. Lithgnw & Co.
opening the trench for the steel pilRemember the name Doan's and began swelling and showed evldetie
Journal building
Ilookbindcrs
ing The pile driver and engine will take no other.
sys-I
of the venom having entered his
tie In place this week and the piling
tent, and It Is feared thai amputation
If yon need a carpenter, telephone
FRESH CUT CI OWKI18.
will begin to go in. says the Carlsbad
llrw liten. Auto. Phono 686.
of the foot will be necessary.
IVES THE El (OKI ST.
Argus.
All of the piling Is now on
the ground except one carload.
The eorewall at the ea-s- t end of Ihc
dam has been all backpuddled.
Trenching for the (list section of
the eorewall In the river Is under way.
'.be bridge across the river Is helm,
put III piare. The bridge Is located
Just below the eorewall.
The roek rrusher has been Idle
most of the time this week, the stock
of crushed rock being over riOO yards.
A car of dynamite andhlack powder has arrived and Is being stored
safely.
The pumps have been placed and
the permanent water supply system
Installed. The waler Is raised to th
bluff above the dam and carried by
gravity to the work.
About thirty experienced concrete
men will arrive from Hondo this
week.
At the Hume the work on the south
pb r in being finished up and a coffer dam Is being put in around the
next oler.
The work on the canal and at Dark
Canyon Is moving along nicely, good
progress hidpg made.
The concrete pier at Dark Canyon
will not be put in until later, when
the weather eools somewhat. Wh-- n
this work begins It will proceed without a stop till completed. Three shifts
of men will be employed.
IN

Nut Goodwin's Marvelous Success

TWINS COMEDY OVS
WINNERS ALL THIS WEEK

CONGO

y

Tin-title-

Mac-phers-

RAILWAY

The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
Republic. Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Cuernavaca,
the most famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
Guanajuanto, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest

train and Pullman service daily without change.
New Pullman "P.roilcr" and Buffet cars in operation. You
can have choice of routes, going and returning vía El Paso;
in via El Paso and out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..

Up-to-da- te

Nights

Gash Prize Awarded Winner

For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,

coin-pan-

d

CENTRAL

mining centers of the world today.

Amateur Contests
Friday

MEXICAN

call or write,

yy
COMRADES!

O. E. RHRNA.

Com. Agt,.,

O. V. JACKSON,

Teas.

El Paso,

T. V.

P. T. Mgr..
j. . MeRONALD.
Mexico City, D. E.

W. I). MURDOCH,

P. A.,

San Antonio, Texas.
A. G.

P. A.,

ts

three-eight-

Attention
Right Face
Forward March

hs

half-bloo-

-'

eight-mont-

Mcll-vain-

l-

:
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Patronize the Old Reliable

( one
To the SANTA EE dJepoJ anil
of those cheap tickets to the National

Encampment

at Minneapolis.

RATE

ice

.Minn.

EUREKA

NOTHING BUT

PAINTm.

FOR ROOFS

Them Is No Acid
To Rust Tin
taken

In

It

the gallon, or contracts win be
for painting roofs. Address

BORRADAILE

&

CO.

Albuquerque,

117 Gold Ave.

.

F. H. MITCHELL
CITY SCAVENGER
Office:
Colo. PbOM

r

manufacture

M

Auto. I'lionfi tU

ICE

BOTH PHONES

I

lour and Cecil

DEALER

Empress, "Moses Rest," "Cold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Hose" Flour at wholesale
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Rran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stork ami Poultry Food.
Crushed OyHler Shells, Chicken
Hone, Reef Scraps, Nativo Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.
Auto. Phone 626.

Hi W. Copper

Ave

J. H. O'RffELLY COMPANY
Leading "Druggists

Cor. Second mid Coal
177

- we

BERGER

Wholesale

is Impervious to heal and cold; It win
not run, crack, or blister; it win harden
under water, after once set. A rain
coming on fresh paint will not wash it.

Bold by

-

company

$33.25

for Hie round trip. Tickets on sale
August 10 muí II. Final limit September 1st, This limit may be extended
until September :in by depositing ticket
with Joint Agent at Minneapolis until September 80th.
fee or SO reins
uiit be charged for this extension,
For ful particulars ask The Man a:
the ticket window.
T. E. PI'KDY, Agent.

S

'

T

The Crystal

Both Phone.

Mull Orders Filled Same Day Received.

Albuquerque

JUST TO LET YOU KNOW

that our sale is still selling we have marked a new line of crush hats,
suitable for a trip to the mountains or seashore; colors white, grey, black
cents
or blue; in all sizes. They are worth one dollar and twenty-fine

Sale Price only 75c
SEE THEM

IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
new and beautiful residence property,
rontalnlnir about twenty rooms. In the
finest location In the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-- 1
mart ranch. Attractive grounds and
Also ten additional
Hiirromidlnes.
rooms In contiguous cottages If deslr- ed. Ample stables and outbuilding.
Apply op premises or address Mrs
Henry Lorkhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf
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WEST GOLD

AVENUE

OUR SECOND STREET WINDOW

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SECOND
STREET

122 S.

5

THE ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SJX--

fTZrnilMRAR'Q
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loMuéj

OkJflbuquerque ffiornin slouma!
Published

D. A. HACPHEUaON.

m

the

by

J O r II If Al PUBLISHING

i

COMPANY

President.

M.

THE MOiniXti JOURNAL IS THE LEADING HEPI ill. M AN PAPER
OP NEW MEXICO, SUPPORTING TOG PRINCIPLES OF TUB REPt .I
CAN PABTY ALL THE TIME AM) THE METHODS OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY WHEN TMEY ARE HIUHT.
H-I-

larger clrculnilon than any oilier
Mexico Issued

eery

In New Mexico.

paK-- r

duy In the year.

The only paper

"The Morning Journal Ims a higher i Irculatloii rating Itaau It accnnlcel
to any other paper In Albuquerque or any other dully In New Mexico." The
American Newspaper Directory.
.
,
... .
.
T
a
H UMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
$5.00
Dally, by carrier, one month
M
Dally, by mall, one month
60
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
WEDNESDAY MORNING, Al (.1
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I,

lo.

Correct Vielo of The Case

ii

the effect that
PRINCE makes an excellent nuggestlem,
sent
llecUofl lie over, ami faint .statehood shall have bce-GOVERNOR
the
of
Arizona.
companies
tinpopper
of dead Issues, ly
delegates to be hosen In this territory to the constitutional conven
tíon shall meet and frame a constitution for a state to be built out of N
Mexico, alone. And Mr. Prince believes, as the Journal has so often declared,
that such an application for admission, cornial Iran this territory andar such
circumstances, would be promptly and favorably acted upon by congress, and
New Mexico would be admitted as a state. If we give such a majority as wc
ought to give, and as the Journal believes we Will give. In ravor or Ull
pending proposition, there will not be room fot a doubt that congress will
admit us. After wc shall have shown our desire and our fitness I" assume th
duties and responsibilities of statehood, to keep us out. simply because our
neighbors on the west nr.' less progressive, would be an act of such flagrant
injustice that even a democratic congress would hardly dare to attempt it.
1. ir, ,, i, amule bei ome of Arizona in lUCb a i ase that's a matter We don't
have to worry about. As to that question only lie thing is certain, and th
Is, the people of the I'nlted States will Sever OPOB the door of statehood to
any more Nevadas.
some of our Albuqusrqae people complain bitterly of the heat when.
ever the mercury gels above 80 and were Just ready to die" the other day
when It touched S'J. It would do such persons a good deal of good to go
over and visit a friend In Phoenix, for a few days. The temperature there,
according to the reeord kept by the government signal service, shows u
maximum ranging from 102 to US, at r. : 30 in the afternoon, ami SI to 8S at
that is. the coolest hour of MM molest night, was if
8:30 in the morning
Wc will receive your Phoenix
of our average day!
part
hot as the hottest
melons, with many thanks, but excuse us, plesJM, when you pass around your
Phoenix temperatures.
-

i

I

,

m j
ucai enees, 101 wonwere entirely "too
Arizona
years past, that the democratic
never had such
way.
public
but
the
over
republicans
that
the
for
smooth'
Even the
a forcible illustration of the fact as being given Just now.
Phoenix Itepubliean, the leading rOpHblk in paper of the territory, allows
corral, and now stands
Itself to he driven Into the democratic
without kii king while it is being milked.

IT HAS been a

matter

1

1

ii cn.

oi common remain

leaders

-

In
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Some of The Stuff We Eat

r.ddi.

a

mm

Oh, he's down to Coney
Uncle Joe!

Summer

wK

REAL ESTATE

Island,

NEW TELEPHONE

Comforts

4-

$25.00.

How he gulps the red and rosy

He's in the bald-hearow at
Vaudeville;
The balloon ascension gives
A happy thrill;
Hearken to your uncle squeal
From the whirling Ferris wheel
"Longslde o' this t lie; congress
Is a pill!"
d

With a grin your Uncle Jose ph
Shoots the Chute;
There arc grass stains on bis new
black
Sunday suit;
With a mammoth palm leaf fan,
See him following the band,
With a popcorn ball
Ills cheroot.
h. he's down
Coney island
Uncle Joe!
Compared to which the House- is

BATES OF INTEREST.
yOR RENT.
- room house, modern. Lead avenu-"$20.00.

5-

Lemonade!
See him gayly eating peanuts
In the shade.
Rear your uncle gasp for breulh.
As he takes the Dip of Death
"Ooah ding It all, she's worth molt
Than 1 paid!"

Itccd ( hairs, . Kockvrs .anil .Selte?s,
Canvas Cluilrs and
Camping
Outfits, r.lankcls, Ciimiorts, Wapiti
Covers, Tent-- . Camp Steives ami Cooking Clcnslls. In fact, everything
o
make' Hie worth living.

4N.

MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT M)W

For rusty, dusty Danville
Is too slow.
You can hear his Joyful whoop,
As he wildly beopS the Loop
And
applauds
the
Hoochee
Coochec
Uncle Joel

house, modern, Coal avenue,

house, modern,

- room

,

house.
house,
house,
house

S.

Arno street

Lead avenu"', $12.00.
flroadwav. $G.0M.
Lead ave nue, $15.00.
North Fifth St., mod-

em, $20.00.
house North Fifth at, $30.00.
house South Third st, $20.00.
houses, E. Broadway with
Two
hath. $20.00 each.
I
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
Two tents, E. Itailroad ave., $8.00.

I
!

FOH SALE.
Four houses on South F.roadway.
modern; will soil singly or all, at a
bargain,
r
Large and small ranche-- for sale near
In. Tract of land on the Mesa, east
of the citv.
Some ""o ''its on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal uvonue.
House anil 3 lots on North Fourth st.,
14 rooms in a fine location.
Lots and houses for sale In all parts jf
the oity.
Four aeres of land in the city limits,
with rood house and stable, fruit
trees, etc., in a fine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
to date, ;c.300.
Lot on West Bold av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Eell'.h st.,
house; modern: tot 75x142 feet: fine
cement slde valks; good stable. This
property will be sold cheap if taken
at once.
House and lot .on South Second St., between Ie'ad and Coal avenues, at a
bargain.
h'Jtlse, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This property Is In one
of the best locations in this city,
and Is for sale at $5,500.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
$2, G00.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Brick house, 7 rooms, wlUi 3 lots, on
North Second street,

NEW AM)
HOUSE Ft'HNISIIEHS.
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NIHI8EN, MANAGER.

"Goldarri slow;"
Uncle Joseph's out at play
lie Hie limit while you may
ThiTe s another session coming
Uncle Joe!

The altitude.' at Las Vegas is likely
to prove too high for the tiger.

a
Dowii claims to have a hunch from
the Almighty that that judge's decisión was all wrung.

The Almanac observes that the
educators, Jayne and Furness, ara
traveling "luxuriantly."
Not bad.
Six revolver shots caused a panic
in a Warsaw church. One Would think
revolver shots Would fail to excite
even a languid Interest in thai city at

present,

Defaulting
Mayor
of
Boloner
Paterson, X. J., is said to have Just
come back and given himself up to
people from forgetting about
Paterson.

kp

a

any other thing which may enter the human stomach.
"The carefully measured quantities' of food fed to the young men In the
department of agrh ulture for four years show that above live or six pounds
of moist food. Including water. enters th itomach of the healthy young
f
of 1 per cent he allowed
man, weighing 111 pounds, every day. If
conclusion, there
legitimate
la
to
Its
extended
allowance
foods,
and this
In
would he a quarter of a pound of borax In the food eaten by a person every
day. It Is wholly Illogical and unsel. ntlfb and without any possible conclusive evidence to se( a limit of this kind to an objectionable substance gdde
to foods. If a thing Is bad It should be kept nut in any quantity. If it Is
good II amount should not be limited, except by the exegencies of the case."

Can bo prevented

by calling a
physician when the first symp-tOof approaching
eliscas.T
appear, ge t a diagnosis of, ami
prescription
for
these first
symptoms, then bring the prescription to our store and have
it filled with the highe st grade
drugs moneiy ami science can
produce, compounded precisely
as the physician Intended ii
hould bo,

Wagons
M.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
A.

Drug 60
The Williams
THE
FRONT
BLUK

Both Telephones.

117 West

The Penny

J. LOVE, Prop.

t

BUILDERS,

Good Time

C E

ETC.

Having consolidated lli- - Phoenix
cnil Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery heing of the latest designs mid beat makes, wc arc
lo do all kinds of MIIiL
WIlIlK ut u price- - never before
ateo) pled in New Mexico.

T. M.

pre-par-

VJt will be glad iio k'c estimates on anytMas from the mill
work of o hemic to making n
Window screen mid will guaran- atlKf action.

JSÍ

Vrop.

Da-Vis- ,

Dealers in Real Estate
123 South

Third Street

2Í6 S. Second St

A

....a

J. 6. BALDRIDGE
eeaeae

405 SOUTH FIRST STRUCT.

First

AldiUQIJEllQITE, NEW MEXICO

ranfrlnK from
ull under
ditch and under high -- talc of culti-

few small ranches,

three to ten acres eaidi;
vation.

the dlffrrei.t additions to the city.
Wc have several small onttagoa, well
lu, for sale on rcasemublc Iitiiis.
Also, desirable lots In

Colo. Phone. Black 144

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

20 West Railroad Ave.
varado Pharmacy

Brlggs

is the Place

WE HAVE FOR SALE

DRUGGIST

B. H.

T

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

THE
PRESCRIPTION

The Al

J-o-r

eeeeeaaeaR

Baldridge5

Planing Mill Go.

W00TT0N & MYER

tOeeK

E-Ver-

OJVE

To Contractors
HOUSE

Railroad Avenue

Ir cade

of Program

Complete Change

403 S. First St.

463

Fresh Lot Just Received,

A

All kinds of m'll work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

Auto phone

35c

B. RÜPPE

fc

Co.,

THOS. F, KELEHER

Proprletrs

Stroed and Gold Ave

Both Pilones

Ixatlicr, Rameal, Baddtaa, leap Dusters, Whips, Axle Oil. Etc.

Paints, Oils and Vtrnlshas
I'almettu Roof !a!nt Lasts Fl Tear
and flops- Leaki.
Cash Paid for Hieles and Peita.

pretty maiden

Silting on a stool,
Where with axons laden
Plow the breeze cool.
Bee the granules yellow,
Likewise close at hand.
Bes the lucky fe llow
Sitting on the and.

one-hal-

Pints

m

The' Beach Ananias.

Boa the

Mitchell

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Six-roo-

one-hal-

In

for

UltH

brick house, nearly new, modern improvements, at $3.160, on
North 4th street.
house, furnishe1, geod location, $1150.00.
frame In one ef the best
locations on Broadway at a bargain; modern
house, North Fourth street,
with S lota 7fi xl42 fet, near In.
Price, $3,600.

last

1

.65c

Quarts

FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN

Sickness

returned

Man.

?Lney
Gra.pe Juice
Welch's
Wholesale Grocer

price, $2,650.

Much

The Furniture

Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street
West End of Viaduct

post-offic-

There were many "serious fatalities," observes the Eve ning Cltlxen
BUSINESS CHANCES.
in an account of an accident.
the city for sale
It 'a Good ranches near
at reasonable prices. .
to be Inferred that some of the fatal-- I
House-Insurance,
Fire
for Rent.
tlOS proved trivial.
Items Collected. Taxes Paid, and
entire charge taKris of i.ronertr for
Kipling should sue' the New York
residents isnd
Sun for libel. That paper has made
H. DVNBAR & CO
C.
the assertion that since
Kudvard
published his latest effort, Alfred Comer Oeild venue nnó Third Ktrwr..
Austin Is no longer the worst poet in
England,
a
Policeman Manuel Gonzales, of
Santa Fe, has troubles enough of his
own.
In three days he was arrestad
for shooting
his sweetheart,
was
licked by an hrciI native citizen with
one arm, got bit by a dog, spent tin
night in jail, and got turned out of
the house by another sweetheart
Otero

J. D. EMMONS.

r

L'

Sis-roo- m

t

nor

atw

COLUMN

ISLAND.

week from his European trip and wis
oo welcomed home by the citizens if
s
Santa Fe In a very hospitable manner,
vi:i!Vtt()i)V has beard of the experiments that hav bee n carried on the occasion being celebrated by a
Ifl not playduring the last few years by Dr. Wiley, of the agricultural depart- smoker. The
ing the' game of politics very
ment at Washington, and his "poison atjuad," In the attempt to Just now, hut he Is concealingstrongly
latent
demonstrate through actual experience the extent of the damage possibilities, and he has many of the
guessing as to just what ho
done to the stomachs of the American people through the various slow politicians
may
to do, Carlsbad Argus
The It is decide
poisons that are used by unscrupulous operators as food adulterants.
not really likely that very many
the
difficulties
that
politicians are losing much sleep
doctor's experience in this line has given him an Idea of
over the matter.
will be encountered in attempting to enforce the pure food law, and the
i
"expert testimony." DOWN BY THE sad
greatest of these, he thinks, will be the
BEA WAVES.
(Stolen.)
Vendors and producers of food products, no matter of wh it dubious pedigree
or chemical ancestry, will find no trouble in hiring unlimited applies, of
Shore Botlg,
The wavelets sob,
scientific knowledge to demonstrate the virgin purity and w holesoniness of
The hotels rob,
their goods. The arithmetical method Is I favorite, although it might seem Ml
The waiter wants nil fee.
their
of
eccentric device of experts for proving the harmless character
Tin' breakers break,
The taken fake.
Dr. Wiley Illustrates this condition by reference to the
clients" product.
Down by the seiunding sag.
evidence given before a committee of the house of representatives on the
Dr. Wiley said.
The pretty lass
use of borax as a preservatlce.
Consults the glass,
"An attempt on the part of the experts to fix a hard and fast limit
The n to the beach flits she.
disaster.
and
in
confusion
body
result
objectionable
use
an
unit
of
the
for
And there the tries
To believe' the lies
This is particularly true in the light of testimony lately given before the
Told by the sounding sea
Interstate and foreign Commerce committee of the house of representative.;
be
Id
Which
hi
should
ttsoic
acid
and
ai
of
quantities
horade
respecting the
The posers pose.
In noisy clothes,
Experts of high character lestilled that more than
admitted In foods.
The' children shorn with giro.
per cent of borarie acid would tiol DO harmful in foods, if
f
of
There's lota f fun
f
of 1 per cent of borack .old ll not harmful In butter It is ,il,o
POr every one
Down by the sounding sea.
not harmful In meal, nor in milk, nor In ht.iiii. nor in bread, nor In water,
one-hal-

r

viivnii AJW W7mm
mmm

UNCLE JOE AT CONEY

H. B. HEXING. City Editor.

la New

1

W. S. BURKE. Editor.

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postoffice at Albuquerque, N.
under act of congress of March 3. 187.
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RAILROátD aVKNUB

Ih

a necessity and the cost is small. Wc have them.

First National Bank

O, & R. G. SYSTEM
105.
Santa Fe Branch

UíiNiiiound
11:00 a. m....Lv
12:61 p. m....Lv
2:11 p. m. . . .Lv
2:00 p. m....Lv
4:02 p. m....Lv
4:82 p. m....Lv
6:46 p. m..i.Lv
8:30 p. m.. . .Lv
8:00 a. R1....LV
1:86 a. m....Lv
7:30 a. m....Ar

Effective December

10,

8TÁT1ÓN8

Westbound

Ar....

Santa Fe
Bspanola
Embudo

,

3:30 p. ra
1:28 p. ra
Iv. .. .12:28 p. m
Lv.... 11:16 p. m
Lv. .. .10:29 p. m
Lv.... 10:00 p. m
Lv.... 8:10 p. tn
Lv.... 6.40 a. in
Lv. ...11:06 p. m
Lv.... 8:40 p. ra
Lv.... 7:00 p. m

L.v....

Baranca
Servilleta
Tres Piedra
Antonlto

,

Alixmoea

Pueble
Colorado Springs
Denver
Durungo,
Connections
for
At
Antonlto
Sllvcrton and IntermedlaTc polnTiT
A M.r, ClftT.lf ll.i
r
Rl'fTJ.tt MlNtTWlTiOII.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate points via either tho standard
l'lVtl IK0WN TO Fill, s.'," Kart Bperat futu
Kflun.lrA.
font
HMtttatlM of Montr
gauge; line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
fe, $1.00 rr loe. Will m i irni nn trial, eo t
for
'.Htrr-Iie rMM drujuln
Haniit.
t
Vre
cntiro trip in daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for
your
Mad
lu
tL.
nnlvn
Ii...
all points on Crocde brunch.
UN ITT O MtDICM CO.. mo.. T4 '
- l.
Trains .stop at Mm inula for dinner where good meals are served.
A. S. HARNEY. Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sold In Alhtiqurrauc by the tf. n. 8. K. HOOPER. O. P. A. Denver.
O'ICIclly Company.

i PILLS-

prepare d for
What he has in store.
First he e'ver oared for

MM Is gUita

Tor

I

She's heard thai before.

When the' eici'Uli bellows
i ml
its anthems grand
There arc lots of fe Mows
Lying on the sand.

thi--i

TUP! racket which some sensitive people are making about the "peck-a-boo- "
waist, reminds us of the old Cernían woman in an Ohio town who
Old One Revamped.
complained to the city marshal that hor "gals" were Insulted because men
"List to the ocean roar," said she'.
and boys were permitted to go In bathing at a certain point, hi their
"What makes It murmur so?"
"Perhaps It is because'." epndh he,
"birthday" Bults. "Why," said the marshal, "my dear madam, that plac"it stubbed its Undertow."
ía more than a mile from your house, and It would he Impossible for the
men
yon,"
were
or
women." "Oh.
young ladbs to tell whether the bathers
Party leming country lias for wul
he said, "dot Is so, hut mine gals haf a spy glass." And we have a strong one- team Of driving homes, two hug-gles mid double' luirnos, price $21"
Ouaplclnn thai many of the delicate souls who suffer so much injury from Inquire w. It, iiuim coal yard.
must carry spy glasses.
loosing at the
SPECIAL BALE
Of Typewriters.
AN INSURANCE agent sends out a circular letter In which he pracWhile in Denver i sscarod some
tically declares that all policies are so worded as to bewilder the layman, bargains In typewriter, and havo two
New Centuries, one Jewett, two No. '2
and that the right thing to do Is to hire a competent man to take out your Smith
Premiers, one Cono Ver and b
bo,
only
you.
muy
Is
says,
evil.
remedy
This, he
the
for the
It
Insurance for
lllleki nsilerfer, iiImo a No. 3 Fox anil
but What Is the matter with trying to make Insurance companies prepare a No. E Densmore. I will sell these
machines nt real bargains for the
A legislature with
policio- - which a sensible man may read and understand.
next thirty Days. George' S. Iluinsuy,
genuine denlre to loust-rvthe people's Interests could very easily do this.
coi m il Fourth t. and Ilallroael ave.

'-

Auto. Photic 311

Colo. PiKHM Ulk 23

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

Communication Made Easy

1

peek-a-bo-

o,

For 00)d UCtore Only.
WHEN It comes to "wiping up the ground" with an antagonist, that
Every railroad conductor ought tf;
entitled "Home Broken Links," Is have- one of our leather covers to
editorial In the Farmlngton Tlmea-Hustlc- r,
protect his train book. Made of go id
Just about the most complete Job of the sort we ever saw.
durable Ilútenla leather, strong hoard.',
lined with heavy cloth and leather
THE mantle of charity was already very broad, but the Denver Repub- Price 11.26.
II. H. Llthgmv & Co.
That's good for the flookblndern
lican has let In another breadth for RUMr-- l Sage.
Journal biiiltlintr.
flepublcnn, If no! for fige.
Por nrnn.nt and conrfeona treatment
and tie- very c!iolcet of meaia you will
POLITICIAN - think It Is a wise forecaster of political weather who can make no mlatake by railing on Emll
Kb iime.it. lit North Third street, or
toll Where lightning will atrlke two years In advance.
telcplHinliig your order In.
-

SANITARY

IIOAHDINC

si aiíli:s

Canvas

R. T.

OXFORDS
FOR WOMEN

N. Second Kt

Gro83,Kelly&Co

Just what you want to wear
with your light colored sumlooking,
Syllah
mer Dresses.
parted mtlng. well wearing.
The y are i asily leancd.
e

White Canvas, turn Holes,
While or bather heeds.. $1.

Schmidt, Prop. 421

in

While Sea Island nick, turn
$2.110
foIcx. white heels
Gray, mOfCtrlxcd yea Inland
Duck, turn olei, covered
$2.01
heels

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. XLdee A
m

ALHLQtJEHQUW

Specialty

Pelt
IAS VBl.AS

The St. Elmo Sample and

Between the Great Sonthwcst and Kansas City, St. Inula, Chicago,
ad all poluta North and East by the

El P&so

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. Tho Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying SUindard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Glub Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A flood Place
to while awar the weary nours.
All tho Pcpular Oames. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nlghta.
JOHKPH BARN BIT,
Proorletor
120 W. Railroad Ave.

I ..r Full

Particulars sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

V.
.

EX PASO. TEXAS

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

Wednesday. August

1,

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAK.
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DISAPPEARANCE

TWO PRISONERS

OF

XoUit- of Sate of CUatt. I.

BREAK

Look tkw IHa From
Door .in,l Hoarders K.1"k

JUL CAUSES

l

Two prisoners escaped from the
Quay county Jail at Tueumcsri Sunday, and seem to have made good
COMMOTION
their escape. Their escape could not
have been affected In any
manner than through the main door
appears
which it
was in some manner left unlocked by Jailer Naturio
MARYLAND TOWN LOSES
V. Gallegos, who manages affairs at
the court house.
What appears strange is that no
PRISON AND PRISONER
other prisoners escaped, although
there are several retained on charge
of murder and grand larreny.
(From the New York Tribune.)
Sheriff Street silently hunted, and
An advertisement substantially like hunted hard, but of no avail, as the
prisoners
to have gotten a good
the following will probably be insert- start and,eem
the officers could get no
ed In the papers by the village fathom trace of them.
of the little tmvn of Kensington.
a
ItORVTNG JOURNAL
nearby Maryland suburb Of WashingWANT ADS
ton:
rmiNo RRsin.Ts.
"Lost, Strayed or Stolen A Jail.
W"hen last seen it contained one hobo
in spirits. Information that will lead W. L TRIMBLE & COMPANY
to the recovery of the Jail the LIVERY. FEED AND
TRANSFER
hobo or the spirits will be suitably reSTABLES
warded."
f irat Class Turnouts at ReasonThe disappearance of the jail and
Its contents occurred
two or three
able Ratea.
nights ago and bids fair to split the New Plmne t22.
Old Phone 2
town into two fiercely figluing faction if someone does not restore the
lost property In time to avert the
X
trouble.
Kensington reposes in the Marjk
land hills just beyond the northeast
'lid of the capita!.
It ta inhábil.,)
o
principally by
Washington
TWENTY-SIXT- H
people who have even more leisui o
to spare than money, for a irip either
way generally eats up half a day or so
for the commuter. There Is a single
ear on the single track railway which
connects it with Washington and a
mingle man to act as molormon and
conductor. The. motorman-conductor conductor-motormahowever, has
endeared himself to the Kensington
Sans by his many genial traits and
they would not willingly exchange him
tor any number of elevated or subway
train crews. When any of the res
illar patrons of the line fall to appear
for Ihe morning run to the capital,
the Pooh Hah of the line stops tincar at the nearest point to the missing
communter's horn e and waits ten or
fifteen minutes. The absentee, who
has probably overslept, sees the oar
New
from ids bedroom window, opens the
sash and thrusting his head out, cries;
"Thanks, old man; I'll be with you
in just a few minutes."
Then he
shaves himself, dresses,, eat;, break-- '
fast, reads the paper ami strolls down!
alag.
to the waiting electric car. The other1
passengers make no objection to this
program, for they find it convenient
themselves. While they are waiting
aBaga
they borrow fishing tackle and bait
from the street cir nmn and often
catch a mess of trout from the bah- ll
'

i

BrUMWick-Balke-ColK-n-d-

er

lo

ol

s

i

become due

all of the s;dd no

and Interest, shiiu

t

both pnn ipal
on ' be ome

'r

II West
And whereas said MVa
has failed to pay ttMKMld promissory
tí
not-m l
,.i f i ..o. payable J
The
said mortgagee.
company, in- - elected
to declare all of
notes due and
payable under the terms of said mortgage, and the same are now in default
for
Notice Is herohy given that the undersigned. The
company, a1 mortg gee of said
above des, rlbed property, has taken
possession of the some under said
mortgage, and will on Friday, the
10th day of August, 190fi. at the hour
of 10 o'clock a. m., of anl.l day, at the
tore-roonumbered lis Wesi Clold
avenue n tho city of Albuquerque.
New Mexico, offer for sale and sell to
the highest bidder for cash the above
described property for the purpose of
paying off and satisfying the notes
and indebtedness secured to be paid
bv said chattel mortgage.
er

limnswlck.-Halko-c'oilend-

j

THE GLOBE STORE

I

BnrBawlek-ltalke-Coi-lend-

m

nmNSKICK-nAIjKHJ-COLI.RNDR-

oí

See otlr Window Display

Ginghams

ri

CO.

Hy E. L. MEDUSA.
Attorney for Moi lgagee.

On Sale Saturday

Toti&Gradi

7c a yard

Dealers in
PROVISIONS. HAY.
(ilt U AND FTTF.Ij.
or
Imported Wines. Mauors
Fine Mno
and Cigars, placo Your Orders
For This Mno With t s.

OROCEKIF.S.

NOItTTl TUTU!

I7

BUSTER BROWN

STTtFET

i

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

'

well-to-d-

on the day or days

i

OUT OF TUCUMCARI JAIL
Jailor Forgrt

ruder

battel Mortgage.
Wh.
Walter H. West on thr
11th day ,.f May, litl'fi. by his certalp
ehatt-- l mortgag
f that date conveyed to The
company.
regulation
Three No. 1
bowling albys, complete. Including
bowling bed. foundation gutters, pit
and approach; also divisions, two return chutea, three leather cushions,
hree pit mats, three Improved f ore
registers, throe sets ten pins, thirty
bowling balls, one act (S) Perfection
reflectors, one alley brush, one gutter brush, eight 12 foot oik settees,
with ushlon for same; which said
property is now located in the storeroom at No. US West Hold avenue, in
the City of Albuquerque. New Mexico,
and which said mortgage was filed for
record on the 12th day of May. l'.tog.
and recorded in Hook "F" of Chattel
Mortgages, page 330, in the ofllce of
rethe probate clerk and
corder of Hernallllo cunty. New Mex-to secure the payment to the said
The Qrunswick-Balke-Clender com- Ipany of the sum of $ 1 .2 ."2. together
with interest thereon at eight per cent
per annum,
evidenced by sixteen
promissory notes of said date, three
for $100. each payable July
1st.
August 1st and September 1 St. litOfi, re
spectively, twelve notes for $7f. each,
payable the first day of each following
consecutive month thereafter and one
note for $r2, payable October 1, IDOfi.
And whereas, by said chattel mortgage it was provided that In case default should be made In the payment
of any or either of said note-- or of any
part thereof, or the interest thereof.
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Inn) nlwAVfl irnt nliim.
without
r..ll
r,- lleslilcs th.'lt thn filón
fine
volllng to sensitive minds. Perhaps
the mere building of a jail would by
suggestion cause any number of t hci
to "turn out bad." The stromr- est argument the anti-ja- il
crowd put
up, however, was the matter of cost,
A jali could not be constructed foi
much less than $3,0(10, and It would
be a plain one at that. Hotter hav
no Jail at all than one that would not
retb'ct credit upon the town.
In the midst of the wrangle th
controversy was settled. An old, s,p- -j
parently abandoned box car Standing

upon the Haltimore and Ohio tracks,;
The station agent
was appropriated.
said that the ear had been there ever
since he reached the town years ago.
and he thought the eompany had forgotten all about it. So the car was
freshly painted, shoved further over
toward the end of the side traek and
titled with a half dozen heavy lock-:- ,
three on each side door. The sheriff1
and the mayor fairly danced with Impatience to try the new calaboose. All
told, It had cost the town only $17.
anil they were anxious to prove to the
world that Kensington was prepared
to uphold the dignity of justice by Incarcerating within her limits any and
all malefactors that dared to break
her laws.
Jail and Prisoner Vanished.
One day the opportunity nrrlved'
In the shape of a very badly "Jagged
specimen of the hobo. Half the tov a
attended the trial before the Justice
of the peace, and probably
yf. the villagers
were pag r
witnesses of the hobo's landing in tli
brand now Jail. The sheriff brought
him, safely manacled, to the track
and In spite of his wobblincm of limb
got him up Into the car and turned
the three keys of the three looks upon
hi in. It was a great day for Kensington.
The next morning the sheriff Mfenl
down to Interview the prisoner. Perchance be would be ropentantand confess to several murders and bank rob
beries. If he did the sheriff would
get his name In all the great metropolitan dallies, and who knows?
might get a place on the detective
force of New York or Philadelphia
Stranger1 things than that have happened, and
Hut Where was the Jail? The side
trnirV was empty, vacant. The sheriff maheri wildly over to the station In
quest of light, but got none to spenk
of.
The station agent had not received any orders for that box cnr.
Neither had anyone else In the neighborhood. No one had seen It go, and
no one had any Idea where it had
Now the faction that had
gone.
wanted to build a fine Jnll with presidential corner stone trimmings are
saying: "We knew something would
happen.". The supporters of the box
ear Jail Id.' admit that something did
happen, but what?
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Buster Brown "Juniur," per pair 15c. or pair for 25c
Buster Brown, par pair
25c
Buster Brown's Sisters' Stockings, per pair
gtc
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Quarter
of a
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the peace of the village. The sheriff
made three or four arrests, and was
forced to convey his prisoners all the!
Way to ltockvllle at great expense of
money and time. While he was taking one prisoner to jail another hobo
was generally frightening the women I
and children half to death. All the'
d
men were at work in
Washington, and before they could
return 'home In response to a sudden
alarm the tramps would be far, far
away.
So, after mighty deliberation, the'
tow n decided to have a jail of its own.
president Roosevelt could
perhaps
be persuaded to come out and lav tin
corner stone, they argued. If he
would not come, they felt sure that
Secretary liona parte of the navy department,
a Marylander
himself,
would attend and deliver an address.
Factional Dispute Over.
The other faction advocated instead
an appropriation for more deputy
sheriffs, and additional railroad fare
for the transportation
of prisoners.;
Kensington had never had a jcal, and

17

Fairs for a

Iit
lllliiti(

mn1nHo,.c.
Vfnii(rli
ltltncr tirn.,Lthe town.
Need of jail Wns Pelt,
A few months ago, or. to be exact,
as soon as spring opened up, Kensington was brought face to face with
a serious problem. A jnil was needed,
of course, no one In Kensington couiij
do anything that WOUld m ike him or
her liable to imprisonment, but Ihe
tramps drifting in and out of Washington became a serious menace to

able-bodie-
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Purses for Horse Races

SiO.000

9: 18. Pnce. .Sur bunt's Craln Vug Cut Tobacco Stake
2:20 Trot. Carnation Croam Stake
2:13 Pace. Moet ft ChaiMlon'a White Seal Chamnaane Make
2:0!) Pace. Mitchell WnKon Stake.

Specialty
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue
Old Phone lilk 298
New Plume IQ3

91,000.00
tl. 000.00
$1,0110.11.)

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

STONE HOTEL

Cowboy Relay Races
Ladies' Half-.nilRace
JYlanoeuvcrs by United States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival t traction, with Twenty Big Shows on the Streets

Q

15he

Otero's

The new City

llnth

House

Hun

i She R.I0 GRANDE LUMBER, COMPANY f
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!n

MRS. WM.

ROGERS, Prop

(Ú

Future Pailroad Center of
TopcKa

S3L

JVebu

Santa

TSoton

Both

Phon

Fe Hailbvay

N. M,, is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

The Helen

4

Me rico

of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

nine-tent-

MARQUETTE
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T

of The Atchison

ana uonrs ntnitvnu uinss
Contractors' Materials

THIRD

TO EEL
Cut-o- -

3lsi

Connect Ion.

miii

Located on the Helen

See Display of Ranges.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co

Is now open all the year nrotuul
Itest of AccomnHxbitlnnfl

CARNIVAL TO REIGN ALL THE TIME

llBTQ--

Call at Office and

ISMBS HOT RPItlNGS

e

mi),

and

V Polled ún Gat BangM

Embalming is Our

$i.oo.oo

Put ses for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

,

4

..

leading east and west

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

AhO THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TO WNHITE, Conalatlng of ONE THOUSAND HPS I MOSS AND RESIDENCE 'OTS, (alM fSxUS feat) fronting upon ftO and 70 f oat treta and avenuea, RIOHT In tha buatneaa
center of the NEW CITT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Ground. The Atchtaon, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company la now grading Ita ectenatve depot grounda and yard Umita 100 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of aaventy mllea óf aide track) to accomodate Ita NEW PA88BNOK'A and FREIOHT depota. HARVET EATING 1IOU8B, Reund Heuae, Coal Chutea, Water Tanka, Machine Bhepa, Etc.

aka

.THE CITY OF VELEI

a

Haa a populatien ef ISO, and aaveral large Mercantile Houaea, The Balen Patent Roller Mills, caj aclty 160 bárrela dally: winery, ato. It la the largeat ehtpplng point for flour, wool, wheat wine, beana, hay and fruit
In New Mexico.
From Ita location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and Went, to all polnta In the United Btatea and Old Mexico Ita future growth aa a Commercial point cannot be eatlmated.
All faat limited, mall, expreaa and freight traína will paae through pelen to Chicago, Kansas City, Oalveaton and the Pacific Coast. Tha water la good and climate unaurpaaaed.
Belen haa m IK, 000 public acheol houae,
two church, a commercial club, three hotel, reatauranta, etc It needa right now a bakery, tailoring eatabllahment, ahoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atore, harneaa ahop, etc. THE LOTfl OFFERED ARB
a
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Intereat at eight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchaae money cash;
Title perfect and warranty deeda
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further pnrticulare and prlcea of lota coll In pereoo r write to
twe-thlrd-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
-

JOHN

BCA. President

WM. M.

VEHGEH,

Secretary

THE KEBUQUERQUE

fací: eight.

EXTRA SPECIAL

I

54? HickoxMaynard Company
"

Ara Exelualvs Representativos
The Gorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Llbbey Co.,
d
China
Artistic Cut O 1am, and The W. A. Ptckard
Each In Its clam, and appropriate for Wedding Gift. Our atock of
Diamonds "never before ao complete." 'Tts a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.
v

1.

190.

eeee.eee.eei y ooooosooooss

Maynard

T. Y.

Gao. W. Hickox

Wednesday. August

MORNING JÜURNXE.

We hsive

Hand-painte-

on saJe a large lot

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE' CO.
PLUMBERS

CARPET REMNANTS

321-32-

j!

RAILROAD

3

TINNERS

AVENUE

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

Th Arch Front

South Second Street

large enough to cover a
sitting room. Ingrain,
between Cold and Silver avenues to If
W. O. v k, of this city, who assumes
Brussels, and Axministers, at leas than actual
the management of the place. Electric lights and other Improvements
cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
will be al once Installed and the place
made thoroughly up to date.
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
Through a typographical mistake
the name of the defendant in the suit
nice carpet for very little money.
of the territory versus the Sedtllo

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
WEATHER

FORECAST.

Washington, July 31.
Local

ico:

New

Mex-

thunderstorms Wednesday

them just
SOME of
bed room or

and pr.'bably Thursday.
wus
Arizona Partly cloudy Wednesday grant In this paper yesterday
and Thursday, local thunderstorms made to read "Henry IJuning," when
it should
have been "Mrs. Henny
In north portion.
Honing."
A baby girl was born yesterday to
Mrs. Dr. P. ft. Pnrnlsh and
Mrs. WllMam 0, Mearns, wife of the
The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
are Visiting In Flagstaff.
cafe.
308-31- 0
Mrs. O. llatnbini will leaVI tomoi- - proprietor of the Manhattan
Avenue
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
place
When
the
his
reached
of
latter
row fur Long Beach, Cal.
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
business yesterday morning he found
O. H. Kempton left on a business It ornamentad by a big sign, reading
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
yesterday.
lateo
to
Gal
trip
"Boys, Its a Girl."
a
taking
Look at It that way steadily for a
Is
Rev. Father Mandalarl
At last night's meeting of the
DR.
B.
vacation at Jem ex Hot springs.
minute
and you will see the chick make a
Of thfl Commercial
club D.
left If, Thurber Hoyt Post, Jr., and I. B.
DENTIST
Mr and Mrs David Welti
"Quick
Meal" of the bug. People who
yesterday morning for Las Vegas.
Payne, were elected associate mem"Quick
use
a
Meal" know how to cook a
Mrs. lllCha Murray and two chil- bers of that organization.
meal
quick
and
cat it In comfort. "Quick
dren have returned from a trip to CalProfessor Francis K. Lester, regis- Office on Railroad avenue, over
ifornia.
Stoves look well, cook well, bake
Meal"
New Mexico College of Agtrar
of
the
BILLIARD
AND
between First and Second sts. POOL
Born T Mr and Mrs. Samuel L- - rie ulture and Mechanic' Arts at Mewell and last well. They could not be
G p.m
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VV. of 11)12 West Railroad avenue, .1 silla pnrk, was in the c ity on business
made better at any price. Their Immense
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practiced
has
Dr.
Williams
baby girl.
for the school yesterday.
Vegas
ale is due to their merits to nothing else.
Mrs. K. J. Murray and four chilAttorneys Clock and Owen yester- for the past 17 years at Las
PARLORS
Automatic Phone 203
dren have returned from a trip to day tiled in the district clerk's office
ALRUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
California,
a suit on a note ityled
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duties at the United State
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school yesterday.
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Blaok
Hearsa
and
Whlta
SgjgajSISi
wars
OF
115 North First St.. between Railroad and Copper Aves.
SOCRCE
INVESTIGATE
THE
supplies, crockery and
A
new
firm
SI
CORDIAL
MILK
YOCR
the
PPLY.
and
v.111 be handled
TO
INYITATION
IS EXTENDED
will be agents for the famous "DiaEVERYONE TO VISIT TH R
mond" edge tool txnd cutlery.
DAIRY FARM, ONE
William Shaw has disposed of the MATIIEW
street HALE MILE NORTH OF INDIXN
billiard room on South

ei

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad

ee

M. WILLIAMS
Man-dell'-

().

BRVNSWICK

s,

nl

J. KLUYTENBERG

The Only First
Class Billiard

PARLORS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE COMPANY

the City.S

-

lIllNNERSj

prwuB

y

I

E.

Clil-SSg-

Whitney Company

Re Re

i

.

Alaska Refrigerators

Candies

White Mountain Freezers
Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Second

CP.Schutt,

evi-den-

Gasoline Stoves

COAL

e

let-te- rs

Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE

WOOD

Albuquerque Cash

-

Grocery Company

First Street

First Street

W.H.HAHN&C0

c

-

I

A. E. WALKER

$8

c

Fresh

t

Sa Meats

J.E.BELL

Rankin & Co.

homrd

COPP, D.

'.

J.

Livery, Feed and Sale
..STABLES-- .

J. L. 'Belt Co.

s

Tht

Stiver AO.

Vlumbirj

SONS
0.W. STRONG'S
DIRECTORS

LUMBER,

See-on-

tf

SCHOOL.

i

flshft

C. H. Conner, M D. D. O.

Osteopathy.

If yon need a rariienter telephone
HeaseJden. Auto Phone 58$.

I

DIAMONDS
Our pries, ars RIGHT.
Whan bought right ars s good Investment
you to call sad sxaralns ths bsautlful diamond goods ws ars
"ring Also Watchas. Jswslry. Sllverwara, sto. Mall ordsrs rocalv.

prompt attsnuon.

EVERITT,

THE LEADING JEWELER
Rawilraad

Avanua

Sash, Doors. GIolss, Cement
UTO BUZ

FU NTS OTE

ROO FINO.

ALBVQVERQVE LVNBERC0
First Street

t Marquette Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

RAABE & MAUGER

Hardware, Ranch Supplies
AND CROCKERY

Wc have purchased a large line of superior grade of Enameled Ware,
including a variety of preserving kettles and pots.

Agents for Diamond

Ede

Tools &nd Cutlery.

